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301(A)(2): Collusive Cheating: Online. “Online Collusive Cheating” is the exchange or transmission of information between two or more people, at least one of whom is a
contestant in an online bridge competition, in any manner not expressly permitted by Law 73. The information need not be actually used by a player to prove a Violation under
this section. This section includes agreements made by persons who are not partners or contestants, including, but not limited to kibitzers or teammates.

See comment to the right:
See comment to the right:

Hodge Probation 2 years beginning September 12, 2025 and ending September 11, 2027;
Motes Probation 2 years beginning September 12, 2024 and ending September 11, 2026.
Hodge suspended for 3 years beginning September 12, 2022 and ending September 11, 2025;
Motes suspended for 2 years beginning September 12, 2022 and ending September 11, 2024.

Charged Parties cannot play together in ACBL sanctioned games during their probationary periods.

Forfeiture of all MPs earned playing together online between January 2022 and March 2022.

N/A

outside
The suspensions and probationary periods are within the guidelines. The Panel elected not to require forfeiture of 25% of all MPs since they were
earned over a very long time with many other partners, but rather to require forfeiture of those MPs earned playing online together during the period of
proven collusion.

Jan Martel

ATTACHMENT A
AMERICAN CONTRACT BRIDGE LEAGUE
ONLINE ETHICAL OVERSIGHT COMMITTEE
VERNON HODGE/CAROLYN MOTES DISCIPLINARY DECISION
Procedural History
On May 23, 2022, National Recorder, Jeff Edelstein, submitted a Recorder Complaint
against Carolyn Motes and Vernon Hodge to Joseph Jones, ACBL Executive Director, alleging a
pattern of exchanging unauthorized information while playing online in ACBL sanctioned games.
On May 23, 2022, charges of ethical misconduct under CDR Rule 301(A)(2)1, Collusive Cheating,
Online, were initiated against Mr. Hodge and Mrs. Motes by Mr. Jones based on the Complaint
submitted by Mr. Edelstein. The Charge Letter under “Summary of Facts” states:
Four investigators and the National Recorder’s Office have all reviewed online
sessions played by Mr. Hodge and Mrs. Motes and have unanimously concurred
that Mr. Hodge and Mrs. Motes are illegally exchanging information during these
sessions in violation of CDR Rule 301(A)(2).
Charging Party Jones appointed Jeff Edelstein and Justin Coniglio to serve as CoAdvocates and designated Online Ethical Oversight Committee (OEOC) members Jan Martel to
serve as Presiding Chairperson of a 3-person Hearing Panel and Cheri Bjerkan and Ron Smith as
the two other panelists. Marilynn Greenberg was designated as Advisor for the hearing.
On June 13, 2022, Chair Martel advised the parties of her appointment as Chair of the
OEOC Panel and that Cheri Bjerkan and Ron Smith had been appointed as OEOC panelists and
that the hearing would be held at 2:00p.m. EST on July 26, 2022 by web-conference using Zoom.
Martel further advised the parties of the following:
(a) Sabrina Goley is the ACBL Compliance Coordinator and Marilynn Greenberg will
serve as the Advisor to the Panel. Both are neutral parties in the process and cannot
offer an opinion on the allegations or evidence. If you have questions regarding the
procedures set forth in the ACBL Code of Disciplinary Regulations (CDR), you can
direct your questions to them.
(b) Pursuant to CDR 501(K), the Charging Party and the Charged Party have a right to
appoint an Advocate to represent them before the Disciplinary Body at their own cost.
The Advocate shall not be a member of the ACBL Board of Directors.
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Pursuant to CDR 10.6, the effective date of the applicable CDR in this matter is August 1, 2021.
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(c) The Charged Parties and the Charging Party were advised of their right to challenge
any panel member for cause, such as bias, in accordance with CDR 501(I). Chair
Martel advised the parties that challenges for cause must be submitted to Compliance
Coordinator Goley in writing by June 20, 2022. No objections or challenges were
submitted by the deadline.
(d) Pursuant to CDR 501(G), Martel directed the pre-hearing disclosure of available
evidence and the identity of witnesses. The witness list should identify the witness by
name and include a summary of the witness’ expected testimony. Martel
recommended that the Charged Party review the Charged Party Tips included in the
Notice of Charges provided on April 11, 2022. Martel directed the parties to email
their pre-hearing submissions by 3:00 p.m. EST on the following dates to Sabrina
Goley in one email and she will provide each party a copy. The Charging Party’s prehearing disclosure was due by June 27, 2022 and the Charged Parties’ prehearing
disclosure was due by July 11, 2022.
(e) Martel advised the Charged Parties that they are not required to appear at the hearing
and that failure to appear will not be grounds for discipline.
The Charging Party’s Pre-Hearing Disclosure Statement was provided to the Charged
Parties on June 27, 2022 (see Exhibit A attached hereto). The Charged Parties’ Pre-Hearing
Disclosure Statement was provided on July 26, 2022 (see Exhibit B attached hereto) after a
postponement request approved by Chair Martel. The evidentiary materials and charging
documents (“the Packet”) were then compiled by Compliance Coordinator Goley and provided to
the Charged Parties, the Advocates and OEOC panelists on July 26, 2022. The hearing ultimately
took place on August 1, 2022 after a postponement request by Mr. Hodge.
EVIDENCE AND ARGUMENTS PRESENTED
Charging Party’s Pre-Hearing Disclosure
The Co-Advocates Edelstein and Coniglio Pre-Hearing Disclosure was comprised of five
sections:
I.
The background of the Charged Parties, including their Masterpoint holdings, a
copy of their convention card, and a BBO report showing that they share an IP
address.
II.
The background of the Co-Advocates for the Charging Party and that they do not
intend to call witnesses at the hearing.
III.
Full scores for five full sessions between January and March 2022 that were
reviewed along with highlighted commentary on selected boards.
IV.
Examples of approximately 62 hands from January 1 to January 31, 2022 that
demonstrate possession of Illicit/Information (I/I). These examples include
bidding, opening leads and defense.
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V.

A table with links to 64 hands showing all the Charged Parties’ opening leads
against suit contracts during 11 BBO sessions in March 2022. It is included to
demonstrate Charged Parties’ accuracy in leads against suit contracts.
Charged Parties’ Pre-Hearing Disclosure

In his Pre-Hearing Disclosure, Mr. Hodge explained his bidding style, which in large part
is based upon judgment rather than hard and fast rules, and taking advantage of errors made by
weaker players common to the BBO field. He is a certified director and bridge teacher and has
trained Mrs. Motes to be his partner. He explained that they have the same IP address because
they play from separate rooms in her condominium. He then presented 11 hands that he had posted
on his Bridge Facebook Page where he analyzed the bidding and play, presumably to show his
style. Finally, Mr. Hodge responded in detail to 99 hands that had been commented upon in the
Advocates’ Disclosure. Mr. Hodge presented no exculpatory hands.
In her Pre-hearing Disclosure, Mrs. Motes explained her background and how she returned
to the game after a long absence and Mr. Hodge became her mentor. She attributed a lot of their
success to their use of upside-down count, attitude and suit preference. She also assured that she
would never think of cheating or even know how to cheat. Finally, Mrs. Motes responded in detail
to 98 hands presented by the Advocates.
The Hearing
The OEOC hearing convened on August 1, 2022 at 2p.m. EDT by Web-Conference using
Zoom. Chair Jan Martel presided and panelists Ron Smith and Cheri Bjerkan were present.
Marilynn Greenberg was present as Advisor. Charging Party Advocates Jeff Edelstein and Justin
Coniglio were present, although Jeff Edelstein presented for the Advocates, and Charged Parties
Vernon Hodge and Carolyn Motes also appeared.
After introductions, the Chair explained that the Panel had read and was familiar with the
lengthy Pre-Hearing Disclosure Statements submitted by all parties and therefore those arguments
should not be repeated. The Chair then invited the Charging Party Co-Advocates to make their
presentation.
Charging Party’s Presentation

Advocate Edelstein had submitted his written presentation to the Advisor in advance of the
hearing (see Exhibit C attached hereto) and he essentially followed it during his presentation.
Advocate Edelstein explained that Mr. Hodge has 2,752 MPs, has been a Life Master since
1/2/96 and is a Certified Director and Better Bridge Instructor. Mrs. Motes has 3,256 MPs and has
been a Life Master since 6/1/78. They are both experienced Gold Life Master players. According
to BBO, they share an IP address.
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Advocate Edelstein explained that during their review, he and his Co-Advocate examined
hands played online together by the Charged Parties between January 1 through March 31 2022.
They examined five full sessions played in February 2022 and found only one exculpatory hand.
They found many examples of hands in January 2022 where it was obvious that I/I was shared.
They focused on opening leads made during March 2022 and found that their percentage of success
far exceeded that of world class players.
Advocate Edelstein then set forth 12 traits of pairs that share I/I, all of which traits are
common in the hands played together by Mr. Hodge and Mrs. Motes:
-Consistently Accurate Opening Leads
-Accurate Defensive Shifts
-Off-Shape Doubles that Rarely Fail
-Four Card Overcalls Generally Land
-Passing Forcing Bids With No Negative Outcomes
-Compensating Overbidding and Underbidding
-Highly Accurate High Level Decisions
-Stopping Short of Game When the Hands Don’t Fit Well
-Driving to Game When the Hands do Fit Well
-Highly Accurate Penalty Doubles
-Recovering From Mis-clicks
-Bids/Leads That Fool Opponents but not Partner
Advocate Edelstein then presented with commentary four groupings of hands:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Opening the shorter major – too often to be a coincidence and never miss
4-card openings and overcalls – too often to be a coincidence and never miss
Passing forcing bids – never any adverse consequence
Other hands demonstrating use of I/I – overly aggressive or conservative depending
upon how well hands fit and inconsistent treatment depending upon situation

In all, the Charging Party Co-Advocates found more than 60-70 deals that were suspicious. This
record led the Charging Party Co-Advocates to conclude well beyond a reasonable doubt that the
Charged Parties were colluding online and that such collusion was blatant. The Co-Advocates
asked for a minimum punishment of at least two-years suspension and two-years probation and a
forfeiture of 25% of each Charged Party’s MPs.
At the conclusion of the Charging Party’s presentation, the Charged Parties were given an
opportunity to ask questions. Mr. Hodge asked Advocate Edelstein why one player has to stop
bidding when his partner signs off. Mr. Edelstein responded that this would be unusual and should
be alerted. Mr. Hodge then questioned Mr. Edelstein’s comments about the hand where responder
doubled and Mr. Hodge explained that was a support double. Mr. Edelstein answered that there
are many other ways for responder to show 3 or 4 card support for opener’s major suit bid and
support double is not one of them and in fact, double denies 3-4 card support.
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There were no more questions and Chair Martel turned the floor over to the Charged Parties
for their presentations.
Charged Parties’ Presentations
Mr. Hodge did not show any hands during his presentation. He made the following points
to explain and justify their bids and play:
-His leads are typically aggressive and unique.
-He often does not bid with a “monster” hand if the opponent opener is on top of him or if he and
his partner have a misfit. He relies on judgment and sometimes wins and other times loses.
-He trained Mrs. Motes to do it his way, not like others. He “hounds her” on using good judgment
at the table.
-Minor suits with a N/T opener are a disadvantage so they will often bid a major suit after finding
a minor suit fit.
-They bail out of if is not their hand. They often make a 4-card overcall in third position at the
one level to “muddle the waters.” If partner raises he can pass and it will not get out of hand.
-They use Minorwood and Queen Ask but they sometimes get confused and make a strange bid.
-He often doubles 5 level bids in competition and often employs a tapping defense.
- Some of the bids that he and his partner made were embarrassing and they often mis-click.
-They have a shared IP address because he plays in her condominium in separate rooms where
conditions are better. Collusion during play would just distract him.
-He did not prepare exculpatory hands because he did not know he was supposed to do that.
-They play upside-down count, attitude and suit preference.
-They win or lose not because of their own play but due to their opponents‘ play, especially gifts
from the less experienced players on BBO.
-Just because they had a good streak means nothing. Like most games, after this good streak they
had a bad streak.
Mrs. Motes then made her presentation:
-Their first two bids limit their hands or they realize they have a misfit. In this case they let the
opponents have the bid,
-They often get gifts from the opponents and they take them.
-Their cards “talk to them“ and they can tell partner what suit to switch to.
-They are horrified that people think they are colluding and they are not the type of people to do
that.
The Advocates had no questions. The Panel had several questions.
Chair Martel asked why they did not present exculpatory hands where some of these
strange bids actually backfired. Mr. Hodge responded that he did not realize he was supposed to
do that. He also commented that he trades futures 24/7 and sometimes falls asleep at the table. He
also recalled a hand where he lost 1700 points because he took a risk, but the rewards of risk5

taking on BBO are much greater since the field is weak and he would take fewer risk with a
stronger field.
Chair Martel then pointed out that upside-down suit preference signals are very unusual
and should be alerted. Mr. Hodge responded that they put “UDCAS“ in the chat box. Ms. Martel
responded that that could be read to mean Upside-down Count and Attitude Signals, and it should
be written out in detail on their convention card.
Panelist Bjerkan then made several comments. She noted that they are often not alerting
their special agreements and it would help a lot if they would routinely alert these agreements. She
then pointed out several inconsistencies in their explanations. For example, they say that they do
not fight about suits, but there are a number of hands where they do. Their convention card says
a bid of a new suit over a weak two bid is forcing but then in actuality, they sometimes pass a new
suit over a weak two opener. Mr. Hodge says that he prefers to be aggressive, but he often passes
with a very good hand. Finally, their unconventional bidding style should only work half the time
but the Panel was not able to find any hands where their bidding style resulted in a bad board.
At this point no one had any more comments or questions. Chair Martel advised that the
Panel would try to issue a Hearing Report within 30 days and the Hearing was adjourned.
PANEL’S FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS
The Charging Party bears the burden of proving ethical misconduct to a level of
“comfortable satisfaction,” defined by the CDR as:

A burden of proof that is met when, after a careful weighing of the evidence and
the facts proved by direct, circumstantial or other evidence, the decision maker has
a comfortable satisfaction that he or she has reached a correct and just conclusion.
It is higher than [the] “preponderance of the evidence” standard but not as high as
“beyond a reasonable doubt.”
Direct evidence, circumstantial evidence, hearsay evidence, witness statements,
mathematical analysis and any other relevant evidence (including evidence from
outside of the ACBL) may be used to establish Comfortable Satisfaction. These
factors go to the weight given to such evidence and not its admissibility.” (See
CDR at page 2).
The Panel was comfortably satisfied in accordance with CDR Rule 301(A)(2) that Mr.
Hodge and Mrs. Motes were colluding online by sharing information. There were many hands
where this was evident, and there were few, if any, where their unconventional style got them in
any trouble. In most cases their explanations for their unusual bidding and play were inconsistent.
They would stick to their system when it would lead to a successful result, and ignore the system
6

when doing so would lead to a poor result. This could not be explained by anything other than
exchanging unauthorized information.
While there were many, the Panel gave several examples of hands where it was obvious
that I/I was being shared:
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https://tinyurl.com/2p8c7spu

Comment: Despite Mrs. Motes making a 2-over-1 forcing bid, Mr. Hodge passes 3C with a 16point hand.
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https://tinyurl.com/www796ad

Comment: Mr. Hodge overcalls 1S with a 4 card spade suit and a very weak hand. Despite having
5 spades and a singleton, Mrs. Motes passes, thereby preventing opponents from finding their 4H
contract.
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https://tinyurl.com/mwu8dema

Comment: Even though S bid 1H, Mr. Hodge underleads his Ace of hearts to find Mrs. Motes‘
only values.
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https://tinyurl.com/4994jhja

Comment: Mrs. Motes is vulnerable and bids spades twice with only four spades and a very weak
hand. Her penalty double of 4H indicates that she is aware of Mr. Hodge’s greater than expected
values. Mr. Hodge goes on to underlead his Ace of D rather than leading the usual King of spades.
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https://tinyurl.com/m8xcmhm3

Comment: Mrs. Motes signs off in 2S despite having an opening hand across from partner’s
opening hand. Mr. Hodge ignores Mrs. Motes‘ sign-off and bids 3NT, seemingly aware of Mrs.
Motes‘ underbid.
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https://tinyurl.com/2p8h7bcp

Comment: Mr. Hodge opens 1C in first seat with a 6 count and then takes a free bid of 2S in a
competitive auction. Mrs. Motes then only bids 3S despite having support for both spades and
clubs and a void in diamonds. Mr. Hodge has the obvious spade lead but instead leads a low
club after which Mrs. Motes leads a heart for a ruff. This line of play would not be possible
without the use of I/I.
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https://tinyurl.com/m8xcmhm3

Comment: Mrs. Motes showed a weak hand with her rebid of 2S, thereby signing off. Nonetheless,
Mr. Hodge went to game, apparently aware of Mrs. Motes‘ underbid.
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https://tinyurl.com/muvrex6a

Comment: This auction is impossible, and Mr. Hodge’s explanation that (1C) – Dbl – (1NT) – 2S
shows spades and a minor is difficult to believe.
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https://tinyurl.com/32w33jub

Comment: The auction is impossible, but probably because of a 4C mis-click instead of 4S, but
the opening lead of the 10 of clubs makes no sense unless he knew that partner had the AK of
clubs.
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Disciplinary Sanctions
The Panel finds that the Charged Parties’ unethical conduct falls within CDR Rule 301(A)(2),
Collusive Cheating Online. The Panel imposes a 3-year suspension followed by a 2-year probation
upon Mr. Hodge and a 2-year suspension followed by a 2-year probation upon Mrs. Motes. The
Panel also rules that they are to lose all their MPs earned playing together online during January
through March 2022. Finally, the Panel rules that Mr. Hodge and Mrs. Motes should not be
permitted to play together online during their probationary periods.
The suggested discipline set forth in the guidelines at CDR Rule 301(A)(7) for a first time
ethical violation is a minimum of 2-years suspension and a forfeiture of 25% - 100% of MPs.
Other than the MP forfeiture, the discipline imposed by the Panel upon each of the Charged Parties
is within the guidelines. The main reason why the Panel decided to impose a longer suspension
upon Mr. Hodge is that the Panel found the recommended minimum discipline of a two-year
suspension to be inadequate given that Mr. Hodge is both a Certified Director and bridge teacher.
That is, Mr. Hodge was in a position of trust and thus he had a higher duty not to take advantage
of the other players in the game. By colluding in this manner, Mr. Hodge clearly failed to live up
to this duty and thus a greater penalty is justified. As for the MP forfeiture aspect of the discipline,
the Panel elected not to require forfeiture of between 25% and 100% of all MPs held by the
Charged Parties as is set forth in the CDR guidelines. Rather, since the MPs of the Charged Parties
were earned over such a long period of time playing with many other partners, the Panel elected
to require forfeiture of all MPs earned by the Charged Parties while playing online together
between January 2022 and March 2022 since this penalty is more closely related to the actual
violations.

Approved:
/s/ Jan Martel
Jan Martel, Chair
/s/ Cheri Bjerkan
Cheri Bjerkan
/s/ Ron Smith
Ron Smith
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EXHIBIT “A”
CHARGING PARTY’S PRE-HEARING DISCLOSURE
Online Ethical Oversight Committee
Charging Party’s Pre-Hearing Disclosure
Vernon Hodge and Carolyn Motes, Charged Parties
Summary of Evidence
On May 23, 2022, the ACBL filed a charge letter alleging that the Charged Parties
violated the Code of Disciplinary Regulations by exchanging illicit information (“I/I”). The
evidence submitted below maintains that the Charged Parties cheated in online play during
January to March 2022. This disclosure packet contains the Charging Party’s evidence and
consists of five sections.
Section I provides background on the Charged Parties, including their Masterpoint
holdings, a copy of their convention card, and a BBO report showing that they share an IP
address.
Section II states the background of the Co-Advocates for the Charging Party. The CoAdvocates do not intend to call any witnesses at the hearing.
Section III provides full scores for five full sessions. All of the boards from these sessions
are provided, with highlighted commentary on selected boards.
Section IV lists examples of various plays that demonstrate I/I. These examples include
bidding, opening leads, and defense.
Section V is a table with links to hands showing all the Charged Parties’ opening leads
against suit contracts during eleven BBO games in March. This table comprises 64 hands and is
included to demonstrate the Charged Parties’ accuracy in leads against suit contracts.

Section I
Player Background and Agreements
According to the ACBL database, Vernon Hodge (M047966) and Carolyn Motes
(N611431) both reside in Dallas yet list different addresses for their respective residences.
Mr. Hodge joined the ACBL in 1979. He became a Life Master on January 12, 1996. As
of June 8, 2022, he was a Gold Life Master with 2,743 Masterpoints, including 155 gold points,
1,215 black points, and 871 online points. He is also an ACBL certified director.
The date Ms. Motes joined the ACBL is unavailable as it predates League recordkeeping;
she became a Life Master on June 1, 1978. As of June 8, 2022, she was a Gold Life Master with
3,247 Masterpoints, including 84 gold points, 1,807 black points, and 871 online points.

When investigating a pair, it is standard practice to ask BBO for a pair’s Convention
Card, any aliases that either partner plays under, and whether the pair share an IP address. What
follows is the information our office received from Shelagh Paulsson of BBO regarding Mr.
Hodge and Ms. Motes:

They share an IP Address.
Aliases by ACBL #
ACBL number Username Points
M047966

AmbroseJr 0.00

M047966

AmbroseBjr 0.00

M047966

vernonh

846.68

VERNONH and SCARLETTKI

VERNONH

ACBL# M047966

Created 2010-02-22
Last login 2022-05-08

AMBROSEJR ACBL# M047966
Created 2018-04-17
Last Login 2018-04-30

AMBROSEBJR
Created 2018-4-18
Never used

ACBL# M047966

Aliases by ACBL#

ACBL number Username Points
N611431

scarlettki

764.37

N611431

honeymunch 82.56

SCARLETTKI ACBL# N611431
Created 2021-12-29
Last login 2022-05-09

HONEYMUNCH ACBL# N611431
Created 2013-01-24
Last login 2020-07-21
The Charged Parties had one convention card posted on BBO, which is provided below.

Section II
Witness Testimony
Jeff Edelstein
Mr. Edelstein of Tampa, Florida, serves as co-advocate for the Charging Party, ACBL
Executive Director Joseph Jones. He is the author of this disclosure document, including the
“Advocate’s Concern” commentary below. At the hearing, Mr. Edelstein may discuss general
bridge play and bidding theory and will present some of the boards below for the panel to
consider.
Mr. Edelstein is an Emerald Life Master. He has approximately 9,300 Masterpoints and
won the North American Pairs in 2019. He currently serves as the National Recorder for the
ACBL.

Justin Coniglio
Mr. Coniglio of Tampa, Florida, serves as co-advocate for the charging party, ACBL
Executive Director Joseph Jones, and is the Assistant National Recorder for the ACBL. He is a
Gold Life Master with approximately 2,800 Masterpoints. Mr. Coniglio is a former Vice
President and Disciplinary Chair of the Tampa Bay Bridge Center.

Section III
Review of Full Sessions with Highlighted Boards

February 12, 2022
Session # 97562, Direction: E/W
Score: 67.66%
Highlighted Boards: 1,5,7,8,9,13,16,17

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

4♠S-1

50

84.69%

4♥E-1
4NS-6
4♥E=
1♥W+2
5♣xE-2
3NxS-1
4♠N-1
3♠E=
3NW+2
3♠S+1
3♠S=
3NS+1
4♠E+1
3♥N=
4♣xS-1
2♠N=
4♠E+1

-50
300
620
140
-500
200
50
140
660
-170
-140
-630
450
-140
100
-110
450

70.41%
98.96%
65.31%
68.37%
0.00%
98.98%
45.92%
76.04%
91.84%
77.55%
59.57%
31.63%
70.41%
48.98%
83.67%
56.12%
89.36%

https://tinyurl.com/ykcbm7pb
https://tinyurl.com/ytbmdbyp
https://tinyurl.com/4a9rj2hd
https://tinyurl.com/477rsfyd
https://tinyurl.com/2p9ft3vv
https://tinyurl.com/yfapd8za
https://tinyurl.com/2p9af6ah
https://tinyurl.com/2p845tsd
https://tinyurl.com/yvsdsynz
https://tinyurl.com/yxjysdhf
https://tinyurl.com/a5ybtary
https://tinyurl.com/yby5jbzd
https://tinyurl.com/5n6p64dy
https://tinyurl.com/2e4ad84x
https://tinyurl.com/yc44ab5u
https://tinyurl.com/2p8zwbtm
https://tinyurl.com/mr3wypam
https://tinyurl.com/4ywr7mr9

Board 1
+50 (84.69%)

https://tinyurl.com/ykcbm7pb
Advocate’s concern: Ms. Motes overcalls a 4-card club suit which catches Mr. Hodge’s 5-card suit.
Instead of sacrificing at 5C, Mr. Hodge decides to defend and leads his singleton diamond which beats
4S.

Board 5
+140 (68.37%)

https://tinyurl.com/2p9ft3vv
Advocate’s concern: Ms. Motes opens a bad 8-count and then passes Mr. Hodge’s forcing 1H bid. This
works well as 3H is the maximum of the hands.

Board 7
+200 (98.98%)

https://tinyurl.com/2p9af6ah
Advocate’s concern: Mr. Hodge overcalls his four-card diamond suit instead of his better four-card club
suit which catches partner’s five-card suit (similar to board 1 above).

Board 8
+50 (45.92%)

https://tinyurl.com/2p845tsd
Advocate’s concern: Mr. Hodge opens 1H with a shapely 6-count and Ms. Motes decides to simply raise
to 4H with 6 hearts, 16 points and a singleton. The limit of the hand is 4H. After the lead of the TD is
allowed to hold, Ms. Motes find the shift of AC and another club.

Board 9
+140 (76.04%)

https://tinyurl.com/yvsdsynz
Advocate’s concern: Ms. Motes opens a 9-count and Mr. Hodge, despite holding a prime 13-count,
doesn’t bid 3NT or 5C, but allows the auction to die in a partial.

Board 13
-630 (31.63%)

https://tinyurl.com/5n6p64dy
Advocate’s concern: The Charged Parties frequently find their partner’s values on opening lead. Here,
Mr. Hodge had no clear lead but the AS found partner’s best suit. This was a below average board
because this defense allowed South to establish the JS for an easy tenth trick.

Board 16
+100 (83.67%)

https://tinyurl.com/2p8zwbtm
Advocate’s concern: Ms. Motes passes Mr. Hodge’s forcing 3S bid with 16 points and solid 3-card spade
support. 3S is the limit of the hand.

Board 17
-110 (56.12%)

https://tinyurl.com/mr3wypam
Advocate’s concern: Mr. Hodge’s failure to bid over Ms. Motes’ 2C bid clearly demonstrates illicit
knowledge that Ms. Motes overcalled with a poor hand and there was no better fit available. The heart
lead hits well but the rest of the charged parties’ defense allowed declarer to make the contract.

February 13, 2022
Session # 3731
Direction: E/W
Score: 61.36%
Highlighted boards: 8,9,17,18
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

3♣W+2
3♥S+2
2♠S-1
2NS-1
3♣E-1
3NS=
3♥N=
2♥W=
5♥xN-3
4♥S=
4♥W+1
2NW=
5♣N-1
2♥E-1
4♥E=
4♦W=
1NW+1
3NW=

150
-200
50
100
-50
-400
-140
110
500
-620
450
120
100
-50
420
130
120
400

68.01%
81.99%
10.00%
94.49%
59.56%
69.70%
20.96%
91.54%
91.54%
56.99%
77.57%
18.01%
83.09%
23.90%
31.25%
92.28%
79.41%
54.14%

https://tinyurl.com/4zef9dwe
https://tinyurl.com/58nrfwj3
https://tinyurl.com/bdzy3x44
https://tinyurl.com/2p8zbjt5
https://tinyurl.com/yfpya535
https://tinyurl.com/vunnwvpj
https://tinyurl.com/2yr4pes6
https://tinyurl.com/ysukvdzp
https://tinyurl.com/2p9yuv4v
https://tinyurl.com/2p8896c8
https://tinyurl.com/yc5nhrum
https://tinyurl.com/2mry93ck
https://tinyurl.com/2p9xb56p
https://tinyurl.com/47whkabv
https://tinyurl.com/2p9cyzet
https://tinyurl.com/yck6mc85
https://tinyurl.com/2p9rtxds
https://tinyurl.com/mu4k2zu6

Board 8
+110 (91.54%)
https://tinyurl.com/ysukvdzp
Advocate’s concern: The charged parties’ convention card is marked that a double of 1NT is penalty.
Ms. Motes’ double doesn’t seem to be takeout or penalty but catches her partner with good values and
a decent 5-card heart suit.

Board 9
+500 (91.54%)
https://tinyurl.com/2p9yuv4v
Advocate’s concern: Mr. Hodge’s simple raise to 3S is suspicious as most players with the West hand
would not stop short of game. Ms. Motes’ double of 5H seems to indicate that she is aware that Mr.
Hodge is at the top of his 3S bid.

Board 17
+120 (79.41%)
https://tinyurl.com/2p9rtxds
Advocate’s concern: This is common for the charged parties: when the hands fit well, they get to game
and when the hands don’t fit well, they stay low. Mr. Hodge’s 1NT bid is very conservative but works
well as Ms. Motes opened an 11-count.

Board 18
+400 (54.14%)
https://tinyurl.com/mu4k2zu6
Advocate’s concern: It is unclear what Mr. Hodge’s double of 3C meant but he never showed his heart
suit and bid 3NT when Ms. Motes passed 3D with a 10-count.

February 19, 2022
Session # 37807
Direction: N/S
Score: 64.33%
Highlighted boards: 1,2,4,7,9,10,11,14,17
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

3♠S-1
6♣xN=
4♥xN+1
3NW+2
2♥N+2
2♥E+2
3♦N-2
3♠E=
2♠S=
3♣W+2
4♥S+1
1NE+5
3♠S+2
2♥E-1
3♥W=
3NW-2
2♠W=
4♥W+1

-50
1540
690
-660
170
-170
-200
-140
110
-150
450
-240
200
50
-140
200
-110
-450

56.78%
100.00%
95.76%
88.14%
71.19%
65.25%
25.42%
24.58%
71.93%
58.47%
69.49%
94.83%
22.03%
59.32%
32.76%
89.83%
72.03%
60.17%

https://tinyurl.com/4d28xzn8
https://tinyurl.com/kww92stk
https://tinyurl.com/2p9hzh7m
https://tinyurl.com/2uffx67h
https://tinyurl.com/4arp6hxt
https://tinyurl.com/42d8truz
https://tinyurl.com/2p86hj25
https://tinyurl.com/2p98du6r
https://tinyurl.com/crkxwpbj
https://tinyurl.com/2s46pt2u
https://tinyurl.com/yckz97hz
https://tinyurl.com/m2rnrsk8
https://tinyurl.com/49d5s64h
https://tinyurl.com/2p89df4p
https://tinyurl.com/4ktf6ppz
https://tinyurl.com/4msrnpck
https://tinyurl.com/4cdy965m
https://tinyurl.com/ycksc6wv

Board 1
-50 (56.78%)
https://tinyurl.com/4d28xzn8
Advocate’s concern: The Charged Parties have a tendency to overcall 4-card suits and find a fit. Ms.
Motes goes low with a simple 2S raise but does compete to 3S.

Board 2
+1540 (100%)
https://tinyurl.com/kww92stk
Advocate’s concern: 1NT alerted as 15-17 (their Convention Card is marked 15-17 and 12-14 NT
openings), 2S is alerted as relay to clubs and 3H is alerted as slam try. Assuming all alerts are accurate,
it is still disconcerting that Mr. Hodge drives to the club slam and catches an absolutely perfect dummy
at the top of their NT range.

Board 4
-660 (88.14%)
https://tinyurl.com/2uffx67h
Advocate’s concern: A spade lead is the only way to hold 3NT to 5. Most players would consider a heart
lead rather than underleading the QS into the opening NT bidder’s spade suit.

Board 7
-200 (25.42%)
https://tinyurl.com/2p86hj25
Advocate’s concern: Mr. Hodge shows incredible restraint in not bidding 5C or 3NT over Ms. Motes’
competitive 1NT overcall. 3D is certainly not the best contract but Mr. Hodge seems to have illicit
knowledge of partner’s holding in passing 3D.

Board 9
+110 (71.93%)
https://tinyurl.com/crkxwpbj
Advocate’s concern: Mr. Hodge does not have a weak jump response to partner’s opening bid. His 2S
bid does get the pair to right contract and blocks E/W from establishing their heart fit.

Board 10
-150 (58.47%)
https://tinyurl.com/2s46pt2u
Advocate’s concern: Three concerns on this hand: 1) Mr. Hodge doubling with a flattish 8-count, 2) Ms.
Motes not competing to 3S, 3) Ms. Motes underleading her AS.

Board 11
+450 (69.48%)
https://tinyurl.com/yckz97hz
Advocate’s concern: Ms. Motes’ failure to show a good hand or exploring slam in any way demonstrates
knowledge that Mr. Hodge opened an aceless 11-count.

Board 14
+50 (59.32%)
https://tinyurl.com/2p89df4p
Advocate’s concern: This is an aggressive lead by Mr. Hodge which finds partner’s length and strength.

Board 17
-110 (72.03%)
https://tinyurl.com/4cdy965m
Advocate’s concern: Ms. Motes led a low club which generally shows an honor. Upon winning the AC,
Mr. Hodge found the dangerous yet successful switch of a low heart. This seems to indicate that Mr.
Hodge knew that partner had the KH and not the KC.

February 21, 2022
Session # 49860
Direction: E/W
Score: 60.56%
Highlighted boards: 1,3,4,6,7,8,14,18
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

2♥xN-2
2♦E+3
3♠xN-2
6NW-1
2♥E+1
2♦E-1
4♥S-2
4♥N=
2♥N+1
3NS+1
4♠S-3
2♦E+1
3NN+1
4♥E+2
3♣xE+1
4♦S+1
4♣N-1
3NN=

300
150
300
-100
140
-100
200
-420
-140
-630
150
110
-630
480
570
-150
50
-600

94.44%
75.00%
100.00%
37.04%
67.59%
17.59%
96.30%
37.04%
63.89%
61.11%
86.11%
61.32%
29.63%
75.00%
90.74%
31.48%
29.63%
36.11%

https://tinyurl.com/7e539rc4
https://tinyurl.com/5n8f4e3y
https://tinyurl.com/yck8rbmd
https://tinyurl.com/8rzw58nd
https://tinyurl.com/2p8pnbjp
https://tinyurl.com/muxm673v
https://tinyurl.com/2acw4fmu
https://tinyurl.com/592vzsuw
https://tinyurl.com/2p8rz7td
https://tinyurl.com/mt8x6bus
https://tinyurl.com/2p8n7xp3
https://tinyurl.com/y4vd5ujz
https://tinyurl.com/mryr52kx
https://tinyurl.com/3nv8n372
https://tinyurl.com/2p93f8pz
https://tinyurl.com/bdf8mtyd
https://tinyurl.com/dmr5sb2n
https://tinyurl.com/57fx9wj5

Board 1
+300 (94.44%)
https://tinyurl.com/7e539rc4
Advocate’s concern: The 1C opening is Precision. Ms. Motes does not bid at her first opportunity and
then makes a nebulous double after North’s 1H bid. Mr. Hodge correctly bids diamonds instead of clubs
and then sits for Ms. Motes’ second double. Ms. Motes led the AS and then switched to the AD on trick
2. This bidding, double, and defense indicates knowledge of partner’s holdings.

Board 3
+300 (100%)
https://tinyurl.com/yck8rbmd
Advocate’s concern: The bidding, double and defense on this hand all indicate that Mr. Hodge and Ms.
Motes were aware of each other’s holdings.

Board 4
-100 (37.04%)
https://tinyurl.com/8rzw58nd
Advocate’s concern: The slam fails as the diamond finesse is off but the real question is why does Ms.
Hodge make a quantitative bid with 19 points and why does Mr. Hodge accept with 12 points.

Board 6
-100 (17.59)
https://tinyurl.com/muxm673v
Advocate’s concern: Ms. Motes’ 2D, alerted as weak, is neither weak nor a 6-card suit. This works as Mr.
Hodge has 3-card diamond support and a minimum hand.

Board 7
+200 (96.30)
https://tinyurl.com/2acw4fmu
Advocate’s concern: Mr. Hodge’s dangerous lead of the JS works well; Ms. Motes switched to the QC at
trick 2 to beat the contract 2. This lead and shift demonstrate illicit information.

Board 8
-420 (37.04%)
https://tinyurl.com/592vzsuw
Advocate’s concern: Ms. Motes underleads her AC into the strong hand and is rewarded when Mr.
Hodge has the King. On trick 3, Ms. Motes, instead of trying to cash a third club, correctly switches to a
low diamond. These types of leads and shifts are common for this pair and clearly demonstrate use of
illicit information.

Board 14
480 (75%)
https://tinyurl.com/3nv8n372
Advocate’s concern: This hand clearly demonstrates illicit information between Ms. Motes and Mr.
Hodge. Ms. Motes alerted her 1C opening as a misclick and when Mr. Hodge doubled 2C by South, Ms.
Motes bid her four-card heart suit rather than her six-card spade suit. This was fortunate as Mr. Hodge
had 4 hearts and 1 spade.

Board 18
-600 (36.11%)
https://tinyurl.com/57fx9wj5
Advocate’s concern: This pair has a proclivity for overcalling 4-card suits and almost always finding
partner with 4-card support. This is no exception as Mr. Hodge’s 4-card heart overcall finds Ms. Motes
with 4-card support and decent values.

February 25, 2022
Session # 71946
Direction E/W
Score: 59.89%
Highlighted boards: 2,5,7,9,11,12,16
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

3NE+1
5♠N-1
5♥W=
3♥S-2
4♠W-1
4♠W+1
7NW=
2♥N+2
2♠S-1
2♠S=
6NS+1
3♣E-1
2♠S+1
4♥N-1
2♥xW-1
3♠S=
1NN=
2♠E+1

430
100
650
200
-50
650
2220
-170
50
-110
-1020
-50
-140
50
-100
-140
-90
140

53.85%
86.92%
68.46%
93.85%
88.46%
70.31%
94.62%
63.08%
87.69%
31.54%
60.77%
4.62%
21.54%
91.54%
37.69%
49.23%
38.46%
35.38%

https://tinyurl.com/2p92uds6
https://tinyurl.com/mtzje85b
https://tinyurl.com/3kpms5mf
https://tinyurl.com/3v7sycez
https://tinyurl.com/yx6bfh5u
https://tinyurl.com/yc2chnd6
https://tinyurl.com/duesc7tk
https://tinyurl.com/ytpj9dr7
https://tinyurl.com/47yrrarc
https://tinyurl.com/znvhzm5j
https://tinyurl.com/z9wvcj95
https://tinyurl.com/2p8c7spu
https://tinyurl.com/m7pdbm3v
https://tinyurl.com/3wxrb4j3
https://tinyurl.com/2p8mp8x5
https://tinyurl.com/2p9yhsxz
https://tinyurl.com/mhyvhzu5
https://tinyurl.com/2p942sh9

Board 2
+100 (86.92%)
https://tinyurl.com/mtzje85b
Advocate’s concern: Ms. Motes makes a cue bid raise after Mr. Hodge opens 1H. Mr. Hodge drives the
hand to 5H with a flat minimum hand in a competitive auction. This bidding indicates that Mr. Hodge
was aware that Ms. Motes had a preemptive raise rather than a limit raise. Ms. Motes switched to a low
club on trick 2.

Board 5
-50 (88.46%)
https://tinyurl.com/yx6bfh5u
Advocate’s concern: Mr. Hodge overcalls 1S on a bad 7-count and competes to 4S after Ms. Motes
jumps to 3S (their convention card says that jump raises are weak after overcall). Looking at both hands,
it is clear that 4S is a good sacrifice as the hands fit well together.

Board 7
+2220 (94.62%)
https://tinyurl.com/duesc7tk
Advocate’s concern: 4NT was alerted as keycard for spades, 5C showed 1 or 4 and 5H was alerted as
Queen ask for spades. The 7NT bid seems to be based on the knowledge that Ms. Motes had a running
diamond suit.

Board 9
+50 (87.69%)
https://tinyurl.com/47yrrarc
Advocate’s concern: Ms. Motes does not double 2H for the lead yet Mr. Hodge correctly finds the heart
lead from Q84 instead of a top diamond.

Board 11
-1020 (60.77%)
https://tinyurl.com/z9wvcj95
Advocate’s concern: Compare this hand to the previous hand. Ms. Motes doubles 4C for a club lead yet
Mr. Hodge wisely ignores his partner and makes a passive diamond lead. This indicates that Mr. Hodge
was aware that Ms. Motes had nothing resembling a lead-directing double.

Board 12
-50 (4.62%)
https://tinyurl.com/2p8c7spu
Advocate’s concern: Despite Ms. Motes initiating a 2/1 game forcing auction, Mr. Hodge allows the
auction to die in 3C. This bidding indicates that Mr. Hodge was aware that Ms. Motes did not have her
original bid. Ms. Motes also declined to look for a spade fit.

Board 16
-140 (49.23%)
https://tinyurl.com/2p9yhsxz
Advocate’s concern: This is another ace underlead against a suit contract that finds partner’s king. The
charged parties routinely underlead aces against suit contracts with no negative consequences.

SECTION IV
Hands by Mr. Hodge and Ms. Motes that demonstrate Illicit Information being exchanged during the
bidding, opening leads, and defense
All hands are from BBO ACBL games from January 1 to January 31, 2022

January 1, 2022
10:15 am

https://tinyurl.com/www796ad
Mr. Hodge makes a 1S overcall on a 4-card suit and a bad hand. Ms. Motes never raises with 5-card
support and a singleton. The opponents never get to their cold 4H game.

January 1, 2022
12:15 pm
Boards: 5,9

https://tinyurl.com/mwu8dema
Even though South bid 1H, Mr. Hodge finds the unusual underlead from AT3 of hearts, hitting Ms.
Motes’ only values.

https://tinyurl.com/4994jhja
Ms. Motes’ penalty double of 4H indicates that she is aware of Mr. Hodge’s greater than expected
strength for his takeout double. Mr. Hodge’s dangerous lead of the 6D away from the ace instead of
the KS indicates that he is aware of his Ms. Motes’ holdings.

January 1, 2022
2:15 pm
Boards: 6,17

https://tinyurl.com/m8xcmhm3
Ms. Motes signs off at 2S with 6 spades and an opening hand. The Charged Parties play new minor
forcing so she does not lack a way to game force. Mr. Hodge’s jump to 3NT indicates that he is aware
that Ms. Motes underbid her hand.

https://tinyurl.com/3suejwec
Ms. Motes’ lead of the QH could be costly given that East showed both majors but instead hits Mr.
Hodge’s strong holding.

January 1, 2022
4:15 pm
Boards: 7,16

https://tinyurl.com/mppfasr7
Mr. Hodge underbids his 18-count while Ms. Motes overbids her 4-count. This type of overbidding and
underbidding is common among colluders.

https://tinyurl.com/47fpd5zm
Despite Mr. Hodge opening 2D, Ms. Motes makes the unusual yet successful lead of the 9C from 953.

January 2, 2022
10:15 am

https://tinyurl.com/25wwy9ae
Ms. Motes’ lead of the AH from AQ6 demonstrates illicit information.

January 2, 2022
2:15 pm
Boards: 7,16,17

https://tinyurl.com/4h9dh799
Mr. Hodge opens an 11-count and lacks a heart stopper yet bids 2NT over Ms. Motes’ simple raise to 2D.
Extraordinarily, Ms. Motes passes with 2NT with 13 points.

https://tinyurl.com/ycknechz
Mr. Hodge bid diamonds twice and denied spade support, yet Ms. Motes successfully underleads her AS
to Mr. Hodge’s singleton King.

https://tinyurl.com/x4cdb44f
Ms. Motes makes a weak jump overcall with a good 11-count and Mr. Hodge drives to game with his 10count. The hands fit perfectly together and 4S is cold.

https://tinyurl.com/mvay2hsw
A spade lead looks indicated, but Ms. Motes’ diamond catches her partner’s best values. What really
stands out is that after winning the diamond lead, Mr. Hodge shifted to a low club away from his king.

January 7, 2022
6:15 pm

https://tinyurl.com/ywe7h25r
Ms. Motes’ decision to eschew the apparent 4-4 spade fit to bid her bad 5-card diamond suit
demonstrates knowledge of her partner’s hand. On defense, Mr. Hodge won the AC, played the QC and
then played the 2C for Ms. Motes to ruff. Despite suit preference for diamonds, Ms. Motes successfully
underled her AS after ruffing the third club.

January 8, 2022
1:15 pm
Boards: 8,15

https://tinyurl.com/yahrhc2d
Mr. Hodge opens 1S in fourth seat and, despite that the Charged Parties play Drury, Ms. Motes makes a
simple raise with 4-card spade support and 11 points.

https://tinyurl.com/2p8h7bcp
Mr. Hodge opens 1C vulnerable in first seat with a shapely 6-count and then freely bids 2S in a
competitive auction. Ms. Motes is content with a gentle raise to 3S despite having support for both of
Mr. Hodge’s suit and a working void. Mr. Hodge has a safe spade lead but instead leads a low club. Ms.
Motes won the AC and promptly returned a heart for Mr. Hodge to ruff. All aspects of this hand
demonstrate an exchange of illicit information between the Charged Parties.

January 8, 2022
3:15 pm
Boards: 2,15

https://tinyurl.com/49zmszy7
In response to Ms. Motes’ new minor forcing which typically shows 5 or more hearts, Mr. Hodge bids
2NT instead of 2H. Ms. Motes, with a full opening hand, doesn’t bid 3NT. 2NT is the limit of the hand.

https://tinyurl.com/mvabwzpm
Another unsupported ace lead that demonstrates illicit information being exchanged between the
Charged Parties.

January 8, 2022
6:15 pm
Boards: 12,13

https://tinyurl.com/4yc4ps6h
Mr. Hodge’s lead of the KH from KJ8 instead of a spade demonstrated I/I.

https://tinyurl.com/bdzk37t5
Mr. Hodge fails to explore game with a full opening hand after Ms. Motes has opened the bidding. 3C is
the limit of the hands.

January 9, 2022
9:15 am

https://tinyurl.com/y2v7yzh3
Ms. Motes overcalls 1S on a 6-count and Mr. Hodge fails to raise her with good 3-card support and 14
points. He does, surprisingly, sacrifice red versus white when the opponents get to 4H. The lead of the
TC and the duck by Mr. Hodge is also notable on this hand.

January 9, 2022
11:15 am
Boards: 6,8

https://tinyurl.com/yzxxfvx7
Mr. Hodge’s pass of 3D with an opening hand is hard to fathom unless he is aware that 3NT and 5D
cannot make. 3D is the limit of the hand.

https://tinyurl.com/muvrex6a
Mr. Hodge’s 3D bid misrepresents his hand but lets the partnership play in its 9-card diamond fit instead
of their 8-card spade fit.

January 9, 2022
2:15 pm
Boards: 3,10,13,18

https://tinyurl.com/y3r2da9d
Ms. Motes’ vulnerable 2C bid on A653 of clubs showed I/I when double and 1NT are both available. She
does hit Mr. Hodge’s only 4-card suit. The Charged Parties regularly overcall four-card suits, but here
Ms. Motes declined to bid spades.

https://tinyurl.com/mryt6aa4
This slam failed as the diamonds were situated poorly, but the auction suggests illicit information being
exchanged.

https://tinyurl.com/32w33jub
This auction by the charged parties is unclear but the lead of the TC instead of the AS demonstrates illicit
information.

https://tinyurl.com/ynujkp9v
Mr. Hodge opens a flattish 12-count, bids 1NT without a spade stopper, and then makes a penalty
double when his partner could have as little as 6 points. The AH lead catches perfectly, Ms. Motes has
an unexpected 11-count, and the opponents go for -500.

January 14, 2022
Session # 22800

https://tinyurl.com/2p9n793c
There is a lot going on here that indicates collusion between the charged parties. Ms. Motes opens her
4-card spade suit instead of her 5-card heart suit, a hand many would choose not to open at all. Her
spade opening catches Mr. Hodge with 4 spades and a decent 9-count. Mr. Hodge could reasonably go
to 4S over the double as this should be a maximal/cards double by Ms. Motes. Instead, he elects to
defend 3HX. Finally, after winning the AD, Mr. Hodge returns the 9D asking for a spade return; Ms.
Motes instead returns the 6C.

Two other examples of opening a 4-card major instead of a 5-card major:
https://tinyurl.com/2p93jmj3
https://tinyurl.com/ycy49tr8

January 14, 2022
Session # 22804

https://tinyurl.com/yc2wyxax
Ms. Motes has length in both unbid red suits but finds Mr. Hodge’s best suit instead. After winning the
second spade, Mr. Hodge found the diamond shift on trick 3.

January 15, 2022
Session # 29489
Boards 3,11,16

https://tinyurl.com/5cfbcreu
Ms. Motes makes a risky takeout double of 2S and Mr. Hodge correctly judges to bid his 4-card minor
instead of his 4-card major. Contrast this with the next board.

https://tinyurl.com/ytw9c388
In a similar auction to the previous hand, Ms. Motes makes another risky takeout double. This time, Mr.
Hodge correctly judges to bid his 4-card major rather than his 4-card minor.

https://tinyurl.com/ycxhther
Mr. Hodge overcalls 2H with 7 hearts and Ms. Motes psyches 2S with Q874 and fails to support hearts
with K86. This dangerous bid kept the opponents out of 4S and she must have known they would be
safe at the 3 level. Mr. Hodge’s failure to lead his singleton spade is also noteworthy. Out of 151 tables
to play this board, this was the only time clubs was the final contract. All other results were either N/S
playing spades or E/W playing hearts.

January 15, 2022
Session # 29494

https://tinyurl.com/y97aa69t
The KC looks like a safer lead but this risky lead caught Mr. Hodge’s best suit.

January 15, 2022
Session # 29500
Boards: 3,8,10

https://tinyurl.com/4dpu6ywk
Mr. Hodge doesn’t press for game when Ms. Motes takes two bids with her 3-count and QJ743 of
spades.

https://tinyurl.com/2p8fypuu
Mr. Hodge’s pass of 3C with a prime 20-count suggests that he is aware of his partner’s weak hand.

https://tinyurl.com/ycxdkta5
Mr. Hodge had an unclear lead and the heart doubleton catches his partner’s best suit.

January 16,2022
Session # 36056

https://tinyurl.com/yckm829s
Another unsupported ace lead that catches partner’s king.

January 16, 2022
Session # 36060

https://tinyurl.com/y2jffdeh
Mr. Hodge’s failure to bid with 6 spades and a 9-count suggests that he is aware of Ms. Motes’ strength
and shape.

January 16, 2022
Session # 36065

https://tinyurl.com/2k2rsecx
Ms. Motes opens 1st seat with a 7-count and Mr. Hodge takes only one bid with a full opening hand and
then sells out to 3H. This demonstrates illicit information about the strength of Ms. Motes’ opening bid.
The opening lead by Ms. Motes is also noteworthy.

January 17, 2022
Session # 42555
Boards: 3,6,7

https://tinyurl.com/yc5s3p4t
Mr. Hodge’s decision to bid 5C rather than 5D indicates that he is aware of Ms. Motes’ minor-suit
holdings.

https://tinyurl.com/3yfv8hbm
Ms. Motes preempts 2S on a hand many would consider an opening hand. Ms. Motes’ failure to raise
3H to 4H with 3-card support, a solid spade suit, and a working singleton indicates that she is aware of
the nature of Mr. Hodge’s hand.

January 17, 2022
Session # 42560

https://tinyurl.com/mxxhzd8v
Mr. Hodge’s penalty double of 4S can only be made with knowledge of Ms. Motes’ extra strength for her
3H overcall. The unusual lead of the 7C allowed the Charged Parties to score 3 trump tricks.

January 21, 2022
Session # 65836

https://tinyurl.com/yk95jjss
The Charged Parties’ convention card indicates that Mr. Hodge’s double is penalty, not takeout. Either
way, with a bad 7-count and shortness in clubs, it is doubtful many Souths would make this double. In
the end, it worked well as the double allowed the Charged Parties to play in 2H.

January 22, 2022
Session # 72050

https://tinyurl.com/mupbzk8y
Ms. Motes makes a 4-card overcall that works perfectly while Mr. Hodge is content to make a minimal
raise with 4-card support, 8 points, and a singleton. Mr. Hodge then doubles 3NT and the opening lead
and the defense proceed in double dummy fashion.

January 22, 2022
Session # 72057
Boards: 13,15

https://tinyurl.com/2p8cpd4b
This AK underlead by Ms. Motes demonstrates that she is aware of Mr. Hodge’s club holding.

https://tinyurl.com/w5kj8zvf
Mr. Hodge passes Ms. Motes’ forcing 3C bid, which is fortunate as 3C is the limit of the hand.

January 22,2022
Session # 72063

https://tinyurl.com/yfrux3w8
There are several things happening on this hand. Firstly, Ms. Motes makes a weak jump overcall with an
opening hand and 5 hearts. Secondly, instead of passing or supporting hearts, Mr. Hodge bids his 4-card
club suit. Thirdly, Ms. Motes eschews the apparent 11-card club suit to rebid her 5-card heart suit two
times luckily catching her partner with 3-card support.

January 22, 2022
Session # 72069

https://tinyurl.com/bdfjyrb7
Ms. Motes with a prime 17-count fails to open 1NT and then passes Mr. Hodge’s forcing 3H bid. This
was fortunate as both 4H and 3NT cannot make.

January 22, 2022
Session # 72079
Boards: 6,10

https://tinyurl.com/4c3rz3zf
Ms. Motes’ 2C bid is either natural or a Michaels cue bid. Either way, Mr. Hodge successfully bids his
weaker 4-card heart suit rather than his stronger 5-card spade suit. This bidding clearly demonstrates
illicit information being shared between the Charged Parties.

https://tinyurl.com/2p8usytz
Only 10 out of 60 N/S pairs reached slam on this hand. The concern, of course, is that the wrong hand
drove this hand to slam and caught the perfect dummy for 6S.

January 23, 2022
Session # 78649
Boards: 2,9,13

https://tinyurl.com/ms4p8mc4
Ms. Motes’ 3H bid catches Mr. Hodge’s 4-card side suit after he preempted 2S, yet Mr. Hodge fails to
raise to 4H. What’s more concerning is that Mr. Hodge failed to continue spades on trick 2 or shift to a
heart indicating that he is aware of Ms. Motes’ holdings.

https://tinyurl.com/2p8wmruv
This is the type of lead that the Charged Parties rarely miss. With a safe heart lead available, Mr. Hodge
instead makes the risky lead of QC from Q6 and hits his partner’s AK of clubs.

https://tinyurl.com/2p8n5ex2
Mr. Hodge makes an invitational 2NT bid with 15 points and Ms. Motes takes the invite with a bad 10point hand. This bidding does not correspond to their holdings unless there was illicit information being
shared between Mr. Hodge and Ms. Motes.

January 28, 2022
Session # 8429
Boards: 8,10

https://tinyurl.com/4ayfnjxb
Mr. Hodge’s 6H bid after partner never showed support for hearts is highly indicative of I/I of his
partner’s heart holding.

https://tinyurl.com/42htf4v2
Another successful 4-card overcall for the Charged Parties. It is, however, Ms. Motes’ ace underlead
that stands out.

January 29, 2022
Session # 14687

https://tinyurl.com/5n6s59j2
Ms. Motes’ 4H bid with a doubleton and 5 points demonstrates knowledge of Mr. Hodge’s hand.

January 29, 2022
Session # 14692

https://tinyurl.com/2fts9zdv
No lead matters against this slam, but it is noteworthy that instead of leading his singleton club, Mr.
Hodge found the risky underlead of the KH. Ms. Motes’ held the queen.

January 29, 2022
Session # 14698
Boards: 10, 15, 17

https://tinyurl.com/4n9e3pus
Mr. Hodge’s bidding is unusual as he fails to utilize a Michaels cuebid and instead bids his 5-card spade
suit rather than his 6-card heart suit. Nonetheless, Ms. Motes finds the heart lead.

https://tinyurl.com/n5ey4fth
Ms. Motes initiates a 2/1 game force with a nondescript 10-count, and Mr. Hodge is content to play in
5C with a prime 19-count.

https://tinyurl.com/2p957br5
The bidding and lead are demonstrative of colluding.

January 30, 2022
Session # 21231
Boards: 5, 6

https://tinyurl.com/4xfw54mk
This board was a disaster for the Charged Parties. That being said, why did Mr. Hodge bid his 3-card
heart suit instead of his 4-card spade suit?

https://tinyurl.com/2p82d2mk
Mr. Hodge’s lead shows he knew partner’s holdings. Ms. Motes won the first club and promptly shifted
to a diamond on trick 2.

January 30, 2022
Session # 21236

https://tinyurl.com/mt8t2fb9
Mr. Hodge, who did not have the values or shape to enter the auction, successfully bids his poor 5-card
spade suit rather than his solid 5-card heart suit. Ms. Motes’ lead finds her partner’s better undisclosed
suit.

SECTION V
The table on the next two pages is a snapshot of all opening leads by Mr. Hodge and Ms. Motes
against suit contracts from March 12-18, 2022. The charged parties played 11 sessions of 18board ACBL-BBO online games during this time period. They made opening leads against suit
contracts 64 times. Their accuracy rate on these opening leads suggests I/I. This analysis is
subjective and panel members may disagree on certain fine points.

I rated the 64 leads as follows:

Standard Leads: 36

Poor Leads: 2 (ref #’s 37, 62) Neither of these leads gave up a trick and these leads are only
rated as poor if the opening leader had knowledge of partner’s hand.

Opening Leader had Reasonable Choices, Found Best Lead: 13 (ref #’s 9, 12, 14, 15, 18, 42,
44, 45, 49, 56, 60, 63, 64)

Opening Leads suggestive of I/I: 14 (ref #’s 1, 3, 4, 6, 7, 13, 17, 21, 23, 36, 40, 48, 52, 53)

Date
3/12/22

Session
#
56364

3/12/22

56368

3/12/22

56373

3/12/22

56379

3/12/22

56386

3/12/22

56392

3/13/22

62142

3/13/22

62146

Board #

URL

Reference #

1
3
6
9
11
12
7
8
9
15
16
1
2
3
5
7
8
11
16
1
2
10
2
8
11
15
2
4
9
13
15
17
1
9
11
13
14
18
1
2
4
8
13

https://tinyurl.com/yckhss69
https://tinyurl.com/2h9xszyt
https://tinyurl.com/zwrnb8kt
https://tinyurl.com/36akf6cz
https://tinyurl.com/477znzje
https://tinyurl.com/dhk3kfyy
https://tinyurl.com/4emyekzc
https://tinyurl.com/5h9wwem3
https://tinyurl.com/2fwsh8xr
https://tinyurl.com/aa9mfab7
https://tinyurl.com/bdhkxsuf
https://tinyurl.com/56fbu5pe
https://tinyurl.com/yckz9v35
https://tinyurl.com/2tts3p23
https://tinyurl.com/2p8y7uj2
https://tinyurl.com/yvn8pwyv
https://tinyurl.com/2p8c3yyu
https://tinyurl.com/3fbau9be
https://tinyurl.com/2p9x3m6u
https://tinyurl.com/yc675wx4
https://tinyurl.com/4f3jveyr
https://tinyurl.com/yckpfszn
https://tinyurl.com/3ywvswr7
https://tinyurl.com/2p957t49
https://tinyurl.com/5h36br8n
https://tinyurl.com/4pv2havt
https://tinyurl.com/2p9aeef3
https://tinyurl.com/25bzka63
https://tinyurl.com/2p898ews
https://tinyurl.com/44tc8za9
https://tinyurl.com/2p8maaf4
https://tinyurl.com/yjsx2v6h
https://tinyurl.com/2da65w5f
https://tinyurl.com/mr3yaua6
https://tinyurl.com/yb5f4s6n
https://tinyurl.com/ja6m744f
https://tinyurl.com/yc6xrkf9
https://tinyurl.com/6dhpe8m8
https://tinyurl.com/53vnsy8a
https://tinyurl.com/wunb5mph
https://tinyurl.com/2p84vbrt
https://tinyurl.com/37wa9nu2
https://tinyurl.com/2p9h3822

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

3/13/22

62151

3/13/22

62157

3/18/22

89000

17
18
1
2
5
7
14
15
4
10
11
16
17
1
4
9
10
11
12
15
16

https://tinyurl.com/58a2ntn3
https://tinyurl.com/5aj4w7un
https://tinyurl.com/yfr6c3j8
https://tinyurl.com/2p8tbrsc
https://tinyurl.com/yckcdwz5
https://tinyurl.com/5dtbjdzf
https://tinyurl.com/yc29mx4s
https://tinyurl.com/mthzh8wx
https://tinyurl.com/bdfp33pk
https://tinyurl.com/222swt4c
https://tinyurl.com/2p8724ms
https://tinyurl.com/2p8up7jn
https://tinyurl.com/y5w5n7bf
https://tinyurl.com/3vuxcp5w
https://tinyurl.com/4pndfdyt
https://tinyurl.com/2p8yxnsd
https://tinyurl.com/mwv2bxwn
https://tinyurl.com/mpm6ay6m
https://tinyurl.com/36dvzsvz
https://tinyurl.com/mj8zbpvp
https://tinyurl.com/2p8rmah2

44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64

EXHIBIT “B“ - CHARGED PARTIES‘ PRE-HEARING DISCLOSURES
BBO's bridge game of an 18 board 6 rounds is an unfair game. The barometer has a good quality of playing
every board and the limitation of not playing enough opponents. The 6-board 14 table plus is quite deficient in
the old 2/3 – 3/4 rule for a fair movement. Even the 9 round is slightly deficient.
BBO-ACBL Bridge had pros and cons to face to face, obviously keeping accurate count of the cards and
disallowing not following suit, saves a lot of time. Mis-clicks happen frequently and can’t be corrected, forcing
fast arrival, more than I wish. Seemingly hesitations can occur due to computer, isp's, personal needs, and/or
attention problems. I have fallen asleep many times, due to my irregular hours. I trade futures 24/7 5 days a
week. I am more than content to wait for obvious opponent’s delays, as I can bring the round on time. My lot
has seemed to be playing 3 ½ minute hands to make up for the slowness of play. I had a fast play warning in
Newport News, Midnight Beer Speed Ball Swiss.
You are forced to compete in a field where your results more depend on the draw. If you get really bad
opponents playing against you get those absurd 70% plus games. I know that Bridge is a bidder's game, but if
you get the absurd successful over-bidders, you get stuck with the -40% game. This forces aggressive bidding to
counter. I am willing to live with the consequences of any result.
In order to compete in such a wild west, you must be willing to take risks, We are not usually playing in a tough
field, So, get in as fast as you can to take up space and maybe even find a magic fit. We have agreements and
understandings on what to expect on partners coverall and doubles. But that had to be downgraded from 9 & 11
plus 3 times the level to what I am not sure. You might see me over call or even open 3rd seat light in the most
obstructive way against the opponents. I can control this auction from my side by passing. The field bids what
they feel, not quite the same. Partner bases her actions based upon our understandings. One of which is that
there are no temporizing bids after passing.
You get to see wild bids up to the 5 level on distributional slow hands. The only tools we have are to double to
set or bid on. Necessity means, take your best guess. Weak two bids and preempts are trashy, but sometimes
include a side suit, other times wildly distributional. Two-suiters are opened as a weak two, because of the
ACBL 10 point rule. This is a competition, not a game of manners. We are forced to compete in such an
environment.
Your results depend on the luck of the draw. At first I notice that the overbidding of the opponents, was making
getting a good board quite difficult. It is a common tactic. The only counter to that is be aggressive in bidding,
play, and defense. Any Game or slam bid made is usually a bad board. So, you do not like my 4 card suit bid
after partner passes. This 3rd seat bid has a good effect of taking up room and changing the opponent’s view of
the distribution of the points. I recently took a bad board by not doing that due to your comments. A 4 card third
seat spade bid raised, makes the same 3 Diamond bid difficult to place on the table. The game is in the part
score battles.
Best advice on play and defense is aggressive for aggressive. It is rare I open the lead with a King double-ton,
but rather common as the hand plays out. I do not like possibly cutting our transportation, by leading our bid
and raised suit by whatever means. Defense is responding to Declarer’s intent. Most just do not try to disguise
it. We lead trumps to take away ruffs, sometimes at the cost of an honor. It is good trading on for two. When we
double high level contracts, we have to determine if we are taking off the sides or reducing ruffs. Every now
and then, you may see us trying to get ruffs or odd leads trying to get the position right. It does not mean that
just because I have the top honor, I am obliged to take the trick.
For over calls The suit should match level by length plus honors. The strength should be 9 plus 3 times the
level, ala Klinger. This is what partner expects. Should you have less, you have already bid your hand.
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Opponents bid what they feel and can be trapped. I have taught my partner to figure out who owns the hand. A
lot of times it is easy. At some level we are going to either play it or double it.
The hardest to understand, is that if you have a 2-suiter, and know where to place the contract; put it there, do
not give out a free AAA road map. Discovering both sides have a double fit, becomes easy and helps you to
decide what action to take. Since then light openings has become standard. I have taught my partner the Club/
Spade corresponding suit bid, which keeps the light hand nicely bound in the 2level This is easier then the
difficult 3 level club bid with no fit yet.
She is still a work in progress on counting. The point initially in counting is to have an idea on the closed
hand(s) distribution, which can usually be derived from the bidding, the lead, and subsequent play. For me, if all
follow on the second round they all followed on the first. With this you can have a pretty good plan even if you
nap during play.
We lead fourth best; any other is a lie. We use upside down attitude, count, and suit preference. I broke her of
one card with two meanings; one, it is illegal and two, I doubt I would ever recognize it. A suit preference has to
be obvious, not just desirous. The use of carding has to do more with what information partner needs in this
situation. Most situations just revolve around what you see in dummy. Every now and then, I can determine her
wrong card low lead from the missing.
The looking for the missing spots in s suit is quite practical and has been an unbroken record of Mike Lawrence
for decades.
In bidding we do not argue over suits. A suit implies tolerance or better and is constructive. Every now and then
we do not get to the best suit, but is better than messing up by a bidding war. The weakness of a lot of bidding
systems is the short shrift given to minor suits. The hardest bid in Bridge is 4C/4D by passing 3 No Trump. No
Trumps make this even worse.
The No Trump auction really hurts minors leaving few bids for the four types of minor suits. I have tried to get
her to do minor suit Stayman. The only tool is a 3 Spade relay to 3 Clubs. We use 3H/3S to show a slam try in
Clubs/Diamonds. The five card major also hurts minors, except when 2 of a minor suit forcing bid is made. A
Diamond open, is 4 cards long 85% of the time. A Club does not have any guarantee like that. We do have
Minorwood, so we can ask can still sign off in no trump. She showed me a Mildred Breed version, but does not
always remember the second step Queen ask.
I am not a person who believes there is a holy grail of bidding. I prefer judgment, which is more difficult, but
worth the effort. When I got her, I first threw everything off her card including upside down. She would have to
show me she could master standard, before we would move on. Slowly the conventions would appear back on
the convention cards. The card is the max she can handle.
Since the turn of the century, I have written hundreds of hands trying to help partner and others in improving
their bridge skill sets. Bridge as an avocation is every bit as difficult as learning the word definitions of a
profession, and learning to talk. Over the years I have posted quite a few on Facebook. At times, I am
embarrassed on my writing, but Yogi would say, I am trying to learn him good bridge. You may check them out
on my Bridge Hand FB page.
Cheating accusations has blown out of proportion since the German Doctors, got written up by Donna. I read
her analysis, and did not think much of it. Coughing really? Now if you want to cheat go see a baseball coach to
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improve your signals, so they can not be intercepted. This is not the Texas Navy Cotton Bowl game where the
Texas tackles stated; “When you see that flag combination, they run this play”.
Cheating has become the normal complaint even in Face to Face. Don't worry Active Ethics is not practiced
here. One of them involved a play that Went Ace Clubs, King, Jack and Queen. Bart blurted out “Doesn't
anyone have a smaller card”. I smiled; that was good. So partner paused, lead a Diamond for a ruff, a Heart
back to the King Hearts, and a Diamond ruff. Unfortunately my Ace of Heart was ruffed for down three doubled
off the top. His wife exploded that we must have cheated. No one corrected her, even Bart, or the director. This
is normal in Bridge. The result was average-ish. A lot went down three doubled.
So you do not like our leads. Half the boards are on defense where tops are frequently given out, more than I
could ever do with declarer play. It is what I emphasize.
My partner Ms. Martha Ghio of Shreveport La, had an opponent come up to her and said “you and your son
play well”, She said “Thank You”, knowing the comment was quite disingenuous. I have experienced a lot of
such, with little regard by opponents. J'accuse is well and alive. Once I got noticed from Michael Pennick of
Plano, who stated “You had a Singleton Club King”. My answer was yes, that is why I pitched the long Spade
Stinger. I would rather you proceed with all your losing finesses, rather than panicking and cashing all your 9
tricks off the top, rendering 11 tricks.
In the early '80's, I got to kibitz Mike Passel playing with Malcolm Brachman. I was just learning the game. I
did enjoy the falling of the cards, but I did note that Mike had quite a few times lead from a KJ combination
sometimes having the 10 and others not. Since I knew little, I deferred any question. This kind of leading
happens infrequently enough in BBO. I do not complain, preferring graciousness.
I once got to play against John and Peggy Sutherland. At the end of the hand, John commented that he was just
taking up room. Before I made a bid I ran through the possible, feeling partner had indeed Clubs behind him. I
decided it was better to continue with our bidding rather than let these two take more escapes, and hinder us
more. I got to the correct contract.
I once told Stormy Horn that he did not have a winning play. He said fine; he just liked the puzzle. I agree. I
waited for him to finish. It is the puzzle that makes it enjoyable.
Having played around the country, I have been shut out of the good to great partners, forcing me to train my
own, Being the son of teachers and coaches, I know many are not coach-able. In spite of her weaknesses, she is
an effective partner, when she is concentrating on the game. It took awhile to build her up from Reed-Horn, Big
Club to learn standard and 2/1 Game Force. Her defense must have been handled by the good/great players she
had as partners. I need a partner that I can trust. Whatever the result, It all depends on her signals. My best
partners were in Baltimore and Shreveport. It has been a long solitary journey of improvement and skill set
building in bridge.
I have enjoyed BBO, because it is quiet. All I have is a Skype phone with a headset. My sinus cavities are so
tight, that even this hurts my ears. Using a phone would also be so disrupting of my concentration. In the Club
games, there is so much extraneous commenting that every now and then, I forget where I am. Not to worry,
directors in Dallas will not enforce anything in the 80's through and including the 90's laws. One game was
quite annoying, I had to take three no plays because of a pair that could not show courtesy, by discussing the
hands loudly. The Directors will not enforce either. So, partner ever talking to me would disrupt my
concentration.
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Her office, in which she plays, is her 10th floor Condominium. It has window screens, having so many light
reflections that my eyes just bounce. I set up a 100 foot Ethernet cable from her router in the office, so I can use
another room which has blackout curtains. I actually set that up so I could bring over my TV Box to stream
Sports and movies. At my apartment, the set up is conducive to good play, except if the neighbors get too loud. I
play there whenever either one of us has to go out and possibly be exposed to COVID. I have had my one 8
weeks in an infirmary bed during the summer of the '70's in which we had quite a few mild flues. I respect being
careful in these times.
Besides from being distracting, this has been quite hurtful. I have read your comments on statistics, which
essentially reflect the choices I and my partner made that you and my opponents disapprove. It is the nature of
complaints. This could be taken to absurdity, so that every absolute top is reviewed similar to pro sporting
events, slowing down the game. In BBO, the directors do not take much time on these matters and just put them
into a file of complaints. I stopped complaining, as if the Director sees no action to be taken, I do not wish to
relegate outside of the game setup.
I usually do not respond to chat questions or statements, generated by such players. Emotional displays happen
all the time at Bridge Games. I blame it on many a Christian, sure that nothing they say could ever be harmful,
after all they are offering; they are inviting. My lot as a Director has been quite challenging, as many do not see
the hurt they cause by their comments.
I still love the comment by Mike. I am just sad that Mark, Carolyn's friend took it badly and reported. This also
the nature of the game, no one reports, when what I do, blows up in my face. The beneficiaries of such largess
are usually quite ungracious, thinking they have done something quite excellent.
I leave you with one of my recent postings and more. The others just randomly showed up on my Bridge
Facebook Page. I have written and delivered many a hand at no opportunity for me, trying to help the improving
player. This has been more than a decade of work.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Carolyn Motes
Sabrina Goley
Carolyn Mote’s response to accusation
Monday, July 11, 2022 5:59:49 PM

[OUTSIDE Email]

On Sunday, July 10, 2022 at 10:06:13 AM CDT,
Carolyn Motes <cvhmotes@yahoo.com> wrote:
Y
 our hurtful and demeaning accusations, striking
my character, destroying my confidence and
causing pain and anxiety to my family (and
friends) has taken a huge toll . Our lives have
been greatly affected, mentally and health-wise.
This is not who I am. It never occurred to me I
could pick up my game after 20+years away from
bridge and leaving my regular partner who was
not even 20 years old and had over 5,000
masterpoints. He and I played and he taught me
(as best he could) We went to many tournaments
and played locally on Friday’s and Sundays.
I took time off after we retired. We moved to a
rural area in the northwest where no bridge was
available. I drove 75 miles down the mountain to
play duplicate. I was scared out of my mind when
I saw my first bidding box. Slowly some of the
few conventions came back to me. Two over one
was new so I started that. It was a simple card. I
only got to play when I needed to stock up on
groceries for our mountain home where nothing
but a tiny store 16 miles away down the mountain
stocking the “must have” essentials. We had a
little group in my secluded area who played party
bridge once a week. It was high card takes the
trick and they had no interest in changing their
style. They loved it. I didn’t care. I was able to
practice. They were lovely people.  
We bought a home in Dallas when our first
grandchild was born. We helped them adjust with
a new baby and we were able to bond with our
grandchild. We went back and forth for years. I
did not join Dallas bridge for I knew I couldn’t play
well enough and didn’t know the conventions nor
did I know anyone to play with. I finally got my
nerve up in late January 2011 and was totally
addicted from then on. Still we lived in both
states so I was not a regular player. Eventually
some players took me on as partners and I began
to be more comfortable but I had a long way to go

as we all still do. I was lucky to have my present
partner who took the challenge to mentor me.
We have continued to play together despite his
tendency to collapse over some of my plays.

My husband passed away due to Agent Orange
and I threw myself into the game due to extreme
grief . We had 59 years, not counting we were
childhood sweethearts all the way through
schooling until he began medical school. That’s
when we married. Now you have an idea of who I
am and some of you may have experienced grief
which never goes away. I will try to explain my
disciplined and rigid approach to bridge.
As for our leads and defense, remember, we play
upside-down count, attitude and suit preference.
when possible so most of the time partner’s card
played gives me information. This is huge
information. We meet many disrespectful
opponents angry by our super defense. It doesn’t
always work, but mostly it does work.  
If we were cheating, why is our bidding lacking
perfection and my declarer play is doomed.
You are forgetting we play udcas. The good
scores are a simple result of spotting, suit
preference, count, and attitude. Our cards do the
work. Leads are not so easy. Depends upon
bidding and what is the least harm.
There are an unusual number of poor players.
No complaints, but we were given boards for
months . We explain all questions in depth,
though many do not. We announced asking bids
which I noticed others were never announced. I
usually could work it out. Many don’t have a
convention card. We will go over our card and
correct if necessary.
Many times my partner has come to my house to
play. That’s good because in between sessions, I
would go to my partners room where he points
out my mistakes. While it humiliates me, I am
thankful he is trying to help me. His room is quite
a distance from where I am.
I have had many misclicks, computer problems
and under-trumpted several times missing a top
score by not focusing. I blocked myself
numerous times after setting up a suit, which was

also humiliating. My concentration and focus has
noticeably failed especially for several months.
I’m working on concentrating spots and count
and that has helped tremendously. I count the
discards along the way and the spots as well.
I follow the standard rules but sometimes I don’t
lead partners bid suit if I have a clue declarer’s
bid was based upon my leading partners suit thus
giving declarer a trick he can’t get.
Opening weak-2 bidders then reaching NT game
or the 1s/4s type bids showing great fit and
distribution require immediate action. Other
bidding sequences warn me to try to find the best
lead which would not cost us a trick. I rarely lead
an Ace but there are times it’s my only choice. If
I do lead an Ace, partner must try to decipher why
it is led. I would guess if one of us leads an
unsupported Ace, there is a reason. We have
huge trust with our cards.
A hand you may look at happened sometime in
June.   We were bidding, had horrible game and
partner jumped to 5c. I was about to pass when I
thought “what is he doing?”.   I knew he had to
have a really good hand to do that so I thought
what the heck, terrible game, can’t hurt, I bid 6
NT. I made it but opps should have set me. It
was always down. I didn’t stay, but did see that
so far no one had bid and made it. They needed
to cash 2 aces. I’m sure that bid stuck out.
I hope my background has given enough
information so that you know I am not a person
who would violate the rules and certainly never
think of cheating or even how to cheat.

Board 1
+50 (84.69%)

https://tinyurl.com/ykcbm7pb
Advocate’s concern: Ms. Motes overcalls a 4-card club suit which catches Mr. Hodge’s 5-card suit.
Instead of sacrificing at 5C, Mr. Hodge decides to defend and leads his singleton diamond which beats
4S.
ii

i was making a lead directing bid. a 4-card C suit is
stronger than an empty 5-card empty D suit .

Board 5
+140 (68.37%)

https://tinyurl.com/2p9ft3vv
Advocate’s concern: Ms. Motes opens a bad 8-count and then passes Mr. Hodge’s forcing 1H bid. This
works well as 3H is the maximum of the hands.

I made a mistake opening this. I passed
although partner could have a monster.
There is no fixing this.

Board 7
+200 (98.98%)

https://tinyurl.com/2p9af6ah
Advocate’s concern: Mr. Hodge overcalls his four-card diamond suit instead of his better four-card club
suit which catches partner’s five-card suit (similar to board 1 above).

Partner overcalled a D inferring 5 so I
raised thinking we have a 10 card fit.

Board 8
+50 (45.92%)

https://tinyurl.com/2p845tsd
Advocate’s concern: Mr. Hodge opens 1H with a shapely 6-count and Ms. Motes decides to simply raise
to 4H with 6 hearts, 16 points and a singleton. The limit of the hand is 4H. After the lead of the TD is
allowed to hold, Ms. Motes find the shift of AC and another club.

H lead is out; do not want to cut
communications. No black suit lead, so only
choice seems to be a D.

Board 9
+140 (76.04%)

https://tinyurl.com/yvsdsynz
Advocate’s concern: Ms. Motes opens a 9-count and Mr. Hodge, despite holding a prime 13-count,
doesn’t bid 3NT or 5C, but allows the auction to die in a partial.

I'm 5/5 come alive. Corresponding suits I
opened a C.

Board 13
-630 (31.63%)

https://tinyurl.com/5n6p64dy
Advocate’s concern: The Charged Parties frequently find their partner’s values on opening lead. Here,
Mr. Hodge had no clear lead but the AS found partner’s best suit. This was a below average board
because this defense allowed South to establish the JS for an easy tenth trick.

I agree with attacking the unbid suit.

Board 16
+100 (83.67%)

https://tinyurl.com/2p8zwbtm
Advocate’s concern: Ms. Motes passes Mr. Hodge’s forcing 3S bid with 16 points and solid 3-card spade
support. 3S is the limit of the hand.

We don't play negative doubles in this
situation so partner's bid is not forcing.

Board 17
-110 (56.12%)

https://tinyurl.com/mr3wypam
Advocate’s concern: Mr. Hodge’s failure to bid over Ms. Motes’ 2C bid clearly demonstrates illicit
knowledge that Ms. Motes overcalled with a poor hand and there was no better fit available. The heart
lead hits well but the rest of the charged parties’ defense allowed declarer to make the contract.

My hand does not meet the requirement
for strength. It does meet for suit quality. I
must have made a misbid. I don't know
why he passed.

Board 8

February 13, 2022
Session # 3731
Direction: E/W
Score: 61.36%

+110 (91.54%)
https://tinyurl.com/ysukvdzp
Advocate’s concern: The charged parties’ convention card is marked that a double of 1NT is penalty.
Ms. Motes’ double doesn’t seem to be takeout or penalty but catches her partner with good values and
a decent 5-card heart suit.

A passed hand double of a NT is for
takeout.

Board 9
+500 (91.54%)
https://tinyurl.com/2p9yuv4v
Advocate’s concern: Mr. Hodge’s simple raise to 3S is suspicious as most players with the West hand
would not stop short of game. Ms. Motes’ double of 5H seems to indicate that she is aware that Mr.
Hodge is at the top of his 3S bid.

Double is for pass or correct.

Board 17
+120 (79.41%)
https://tinyurl.com/2p9rtxds
Advocate’s concern: This is common for the charged parties: when the hands fit well, they get to game
and when the hands don’t fit well, they stay low. Mr. Hodge’s 1NT bid is very conservative but works
well as Ms. Motes opened an 11-count.

Partner can have a maximum 10 in this
situation. My 2 quick trick 11 pt hand
does not warrant a bid.

Board 18
+400 (54.14%)
https://tinyurl.com/mu4k2zu6
Advocate’s concern: It is unclear what Mr. Hodge’s double of 3C meant but he never showed his heart
suit and bid 3NT when Ms. Motes passed 3D with a 10-count.

The double of suit is penalty. Partner's
double confirms it. They messed up their
agreement.

Board 1
-50 (56.78%)

February 19, 2022
Session # 37807
Direction: N/S
Score: 64.33%

https://tinyurl.com/4d28xzn8
Advocate’s concern: The Charged Parties have a tendency to overcall 4-card suits and find a fit. Ms.
Motes goes low with a simple 2S raise but does compete to 3S.

I did compete to 3S

Board 2
+1540 (100%)
https://tinyurl.com/kww92stk
Advocate’s concern: 1NT alerted as 15-17 (their Convention Card is marked 15-17 and 12-14 NT
openings), 2S is alerted as relay to clubs and 3H is alerted as slam try. Assuming all alerts are accurate,
it is still disconcerting that Mr. Hodge drives to the club slam and catches an absolutely perfect dummy
at the top of their NT range.

Partner's 3H bid is a slam try in C. He
also has D. My 3 S was showing a
stopper. Partner's 6C said pick your slam.

Board 4
-660 (88.14%)
https://tinyurl.com/2uffx67h
Advocate’s concern: A spade lead is the only way to hold 3NT to 5. Most players would consider a heart
lead rather than underleading the QS into the opening NT bidder’s spade suit.

Opponents often bid 3 NT with a singleton,
not exploring anything else. A S lead is
best. A H lead requires 2 honors to be
effective.

Board 7
-200 (25.42%)
https://tinyurl.com/2p86hj25
Advocate’s concern: Mr. Hodge shows incredible restraint in not bidding 5C or 3NT over Ms. Motes’
competitive 1NT overcall. 3D is certainly not the best contract but Mr. Hodge seems to have illicit
knowledge of partner’s holding in passing 3D.

1 NT denies having 10+ pts. 3 D is to play.

Board 9
+110 (71.93%)
https://tinyurl.com/crkxwpbj
Advocate’s concern: Mr. Hodge does not have a weak jump response to partner’s opening bid. His 2S
bid does get the pair to right contract and blocks E/W from establishing their heart fit.

It certainly looks correct. I cannot advance
this to the 3 level.

Board 10
-150 (58.47%)
https://tinyurl.com/2s46pt2u
Advocate’s concern: Three concerns on this hand: 1) Mr. Hodge doubling with a flattish 8-count, 2) Ms.
Motes not competing to 3S, 3) Ms. Motes underleading her AS.

I don't know why I have to be on the 3 level
being red on this bidding.

Board 11
+450 (69.48%)
https://tinyurl.com/yckz97hz
Advocate’s concern: Ms. Motes’ failure to show a good hand or exploring slam in any way demonstrates
knowledge that Mr. Hodge opened an aceless 11-count.

Partner would have to have too many
specific cards for slam. I signed off.

Board 14
+50 (59.32%)
https://tinyurl.com/2p89df4p
Advocate’s concern: This is an aggressive lead by Mr. Hodge which finds partner’s length and strength.

I agree with his lead. He has to lead into
the teeth of a 2 NT .

Board 17
-110 (72.03%)
https://tinyurl.com/4cdy965m
Advocate’s concern: Ms. Motes led a low club which generally shows an honor. Upon winning the AC,
Mr. Hodge found the dangerous yet successful switch of a low heart. This seems to indicate that Mr.
Hodge knew that partner had the KH and not the KC.

We lead small from 3 to the 10 on partner's
bid. Hearts is wide open.

Board 1

February 21, 2022
Session # 49860
Direction: E/W
Score: 60.56%

+300 (94.44%)
https://tinyurl.com/7e539rc4
Advocate’s concern: The 1C opening is Precision. Ms. Motes does not bid at her first opportunity and
then makes a nebulous double after North’s 1H bid. Mr. Hodge correctly bids diamonds instead of clubs
and then sits for Ms. Motes’ second double. Ms. Motes led the AS and then switched to the AD on trick
2. This bidding, double, and defense indicates knowledge of partner’s holdings.

Partner gets after me for not bidding early
and coming back into the auction. I would
have cashed the A D.

Board 3
+300 (100%)
https://tinyurl.com/yck8rbmd
Advocate’s concern: The bidding, double and defense on this hand all indicate that Mr. Hodge and Ms.
Motes were aware of each other’s holdings.

My 2 C bid is not forcing. South's bid is 0-6?
Partner may speculate that this cannot be
made. 3-level belongs to no one.

Board 4
-100 (37.04%)
https://tinyurl.com/8rzw58nd
Advocate’s concern: The slam fails as the diamond finesse is off but the real question is why does Ms.
Hodge make a quantitative bid with 19 points and why does Mr. Hodge accept with 12 points.

Slams are made on length. Partner has 5
D's and 4 S's. This is normal.

Board 6
-100 (17.59)
https://tinyurl.com/muxm673v
Advocate’s concern: Ms. Motes’ 2D, alerted as weak, is neither weak nor a 6-card suit. This works as Mr.
Hodge has 3-card diamond support and a minimum hand.

This is a legal bid.

Board 7
+200 (96.30)
https://tinyurl.com/2acw4fmu
Advocate’s concern: Mr. Hodge’s dangerous lead of the JS works well; Ms. Motes switched to the QC at
trick 2 to beat the contract 2. This lead and shift demonstrate illicit information.

This is aggressive bidding. It calls for
aggressive defense.

Board 8
-420 (37.04%)
https://tinyurl.com/592vzsuw
Advocate’s concern: Ms. Motes underleads her AC into the strong hand and is rewarded when Mr.
Hodge has the King. On trick 3, Ms. Motes, instead of trying to cash a third club, correctly switches to a
low diamond. These types of leads and shifts are common for this pair and clearly demonstrate use of
illicit information.

This is aggressive bidding. It calls for
aggressive defense. It has possibilities and
retains control.

Board 14
480 (75%)
https://tinyurl.com/3nv8n372
Advocate’s concern: This hand clearly demonstrates illicit information between Ms. Motes and Mr.
Hodge. Ms. Motes alerted her 1C opening as a misclick and when Mr. Hodge doubled 2C by South, Ms.
Motes bid her four-card heart suit rather than her six-card spade suit. This was fortunate as Mr. Hodge
had 4 hearts and 1 spade.

Yes. I did misclick. I do not know when I
announced. I don't know what was 2C
alert. I presume P's double says he can
handle one of ops suits. Bidding is absurd.

Board 18
-600 (36.11%)
https://tinyurl.com/57fx9wj5
Advocate’s concern: This pair has a proclivity for overcalling 4-card suits and almost always finding
partner with 4-card support. This is no exception as Mr. Hodge’s 4-card heart overcall finds Ms. Motes
with 4-card support and decent values.

Board 18, we need to win this. His bid
reflects that.

Board 2

February 25, 2022
Session # 71946
Direction E/W
Score: 59.89%

+100 (86.92%)
https://tinyurl.com/mtzje85b
Advocate’s concern: Ms. Motes makes a cue bid raise after Mr. Hodge opens 1H. Mr. Hodge drives the
hand to 5H with a flat minimum hand in a competitive auction. This bidding indicates that Mr. Hodge
was aware that Ms. Motes had a preemptive raise rather than a limit raise. Ms. Motes switched to a low
club on trick 2.

The cue bid by a passed hand says tell
me more. Partner accepted and
defended to the 5 level. That is his
responsibility.

Board 5
-50 (88.46%)
https://tinyurl.com/yx6bfh5u
Advocate’s concern: Mr. Hodge overcalls 1S on a bad 7-count and competes to 4S after Ms. Motes
jumps to 3S (their convention card says that jump raises are weak after overcall). Looking at both hands,
it is clear that 4S is a good sacrifice as the hands fit well together.

I made my bid 3 S. On nvul v vul partner is
responsible for his own bid. Odd they didn't
compete nor double.

Board 7
+2220 (94.62%)
https://tinyurl.com/duesc7tk
Advocate’s concern: 4NT was alerted as keycard for spades, 5C showed 1 or 4 and 5H was alerted as
Queen ask for spades. The 7NT bid seems to be based on the knowledge that Ms. Motes had a running
diamond suit.

As many times as I bid D, showing AK D
he should know its a running suit.

Board 9
+50 (87.69%)
https://tinyurl.com/47yrrarc
Advocate’s concern: Ms. Motes does not double 2H for the lead yet Mr. Hodge correctly finds the heart
lead from Q84 instead of a top diamond.

Yes, sometimes I forget to double for a
lead.

Board 11
-1020 (60.77%)
https://tinyurl.com/z9wvcj95
Advocate’s concern: Compare this hand to the previous hand. Ms. Motes doubles 4C for a club lead yet
Mr. Hodge wisely ignores his partner and makes a passive diamond lead. This indicates that Mr. Hodge
was aware that Ms. Motes had nothing resembling a lead-directing double.

Bad double by me.

Board 12
-50 (4.62%)
https://tinyurl.com/2p8c7spu
Advocate’s concern: Despite Ms. Motes initiating a 2/1 game forcing auction, Mr. Hodge allows the
auction to die in 3C. This bidding indicates that Mr. Hodge was aware that Ms. Motes did not have her
original bid. Ms. Motes also declined to look for a spade fit.

I misbid. I'm hoping to buy it for 3 C.

Board 16
-140 (49.23%)
https://tinyurl.com/2p9yhsxz
Advocate’s concern: This is another ace underlead against a suit contract that finds partner’s king. The
charged parties routinely underlead aces against suit contracts with no negative consequences.

Partner has every right to expect me to
hold an honor if he needs it for the
defense.

SECTION IV
Hands by Mr. Hodge and Ms. Motes that demonstrate Illicit Information being exchanged during the
bidding, opening leads, and defense
All hands are from BBO ACBL games from January 1 to January 31, 2022

January 1, 2022
10:15 am

https://tinyurl.com/www796ad
Mr. Hodge makes a 1S overcall on a 4-card suit and a bad hand. Ms. Motes never raises with 5-card
support and a singleton. The opponents never get to their cold 4H game.

Even though I could raise, I do not like my
7+ loser hand.

January 1, 2022
12:15 pm
Boards: 5,9

https://tinyurl.com/mwu8dema
Even though South bid 1H, Mr. Hodge finds the unusual underlead from AT3 of hearts, hitting Ms.
Motes’ only values.

Partner wants to clear S's NT stopper at
trick 1 or either run the suit.

https://tinyurl.com/4994jhja
Ms. Motes’ penalty double of 4H indicates that she is aware of Mr. Hodge’s greater than expected
strength for his takeout double. Mr. Hodge’s dangerous lead of the 6D away from the ace instead of
the KS indicates that he is aware of his Ms. Motes’ holdings.

I trust his leads. They are well-thought out.

January 1, 2022
2:15 pm
Boards: 6,17

https://tinyurl.com/m8xcmhm3
Ms. Motes signs off at 2S with 6 spades and an opening hand. The Charged Parties play new minor
forcing so she does not lack a way to game force. Mr. Hodge’s jump to 3NT indicates that he is aware
that Ms. Motes underbid her hand.

I did not underbid my hand. Minimum with 6
s.

https://tinyurl.com/3suejwec
Ms. Motes’ lead of the QH could be costly given that East showed both majors but instead hits Mr.
Hodge’s strong holding.

S, D, and C's are out from this holding. So
QH led.

January 1, 2022
4:15 pm
Boards: 7,16

https://tinyurl.com/mppfasr7
Mr. Hodge underbids his 18-count while Ms. Motes overbids her 4-count. This type of overbidding and
underbidding is common among colluders.

I should not have bid. I can't let them put a
minor on the table. This is a blocking bid.

https://tinyurl.com/47fpd5zm
Despitenot
Mr. Hodge
opening 2D, Ms. Motes
the unusual
successful
of the 9C from 953.is C
I'm
leading
S,makes
nor
H, yetso
myleadchoice
or S. I chose C. It does not matter what we
lead.

January 2, 2022
10:15 am

https://tinyurl.com/25wwy9ae
Ms. Motes’ lead of the AH from AQ6 demonstrates illicit information.

N's bidding shows 5S and 4H. South
bidding denies 4 H. Partner has some H's.
S. D and C are out, so AH.

January 2, 2022
2:15 pm
Boards: 7,16,17

https://tinyurl.com/4h9dh799
Mr. Hodge opens an 11-count and lacks a heart stopper yet bids 2NT over Ms. Motes’ simple raise to 2D.
Extraordinarily, Ms. Motes passes with 2NT with 13 points.

I'm lost, so I quit bidding.

https://tinyurl.com/ycknechz
Mr. Hodge bid diamonds twice and denied spade support, yet Ms. Motes successfully underleads her AS
to Mr. Hodge’s singleton King.

We don't want to start a cross ruff. No
reason to lead C and trumps are out.
There are lots of S out so I'm not gonna
lose my AS.

https://tinyurl.com/x4cdb44f
Ms. Motes makes a weak jump overcall with a good 11-count and Mr. Hodge drives to game with his 10count. The hands fit perfectly together and 4S is cold.

Trying to set the suit and taking up room.
Once partner made a forcing bid w/the S, I
thought we would be in H.

https://tinyurl.com/mvay2hsw
A spade lead looks indicated, but Ms. Motes’ diamond catches her partner’s best values. What really
stands out is that after winning the diamond lead, Mr. Hodge shifted to a low club away from his king.

Trumps and C are out. S will not win
enough tricks but is quite safe. A
doubleton through dummy may still yield
results.

January 7, 2022
6:15 pm

https://tinyurl.com/ywe7h25r
Ms. Motes’ decision to eschew the apparent 4-4 spade fit to bid her bad 5-card diamond suit
demonstrates knowledge of her partner’s hand. On defense, Mr. Hodge won the AC, played the QC and
then played the 2C for Ms. Motes to ruff. Despite suit preference for diamonds, Ms. Motes successfully
underled her AS after ruffing the third club.

The redouble sounds like they own the
hand. Diamond try was looking for
more. Partner's pass of that told me all
I needed. Playing suit preference,
partner asked for a S.

January 8, 2022
1:15 pm
Boards: 8,15

https://tinyurl.com/yahrhc2d
Mr. Hodge opens 1S in fourth seat and, despite that the Charged Parties play Drury, Ms. Motes makes a
simple raise with 4-card spade support and 11 points.

We do not play Drury in 4th seat. Fourth
seat openers are valid. I made a mistake
wih my 2S bid. I should have bid 3D, limit
raise in S.

https://tinyurl.com/2p8h7bcp
Mr. Hodge opens 1C vulnerable in first seat with a shapely 6-count and then freely bids 2S in a
competitive auction. Ms. Motes is content with a gentle raise to 3S despite having support for both of
Mr. Hodge’s suit and a working void. Mr. Hodge has a safe spade lead but instead leads a low club. Ms.
Motes won the AC and promptly returned a heart for Mr. Hodge to ruff. All aspects of this hand
demonstrate an exchange of illicit information between the Charged Parties.

I do not have many points so I am not going
to force to game on this.

January 8, 2022
3:15 pm
Boards: 2,15

https://tinyurl.com/49zmszy7
In response to Ms. Motes’ new minor forcing which typically shows 5 or more hearts, Mr. Hodge bids
2NT instead of 2H. Ms. Motes, with a full opening hand, doesn’t bid 3NT. 2NT is the limit of the hand.

Every now and then I forget NMF. I agree
with his 2NT bid.

https://tinyurl.com/mvabwzpm
Another unsupported ace lead that demonstrates illicit information being exchanged between the
Charged Parties.

I had nothing to do with his opening
lead. I was expecting a C.

January 8, 2022
6:15 pm
Boards: 12,13

https://tinyurl.com/4yc4ps6h
Mr. Hodge’s lead of the KH from KJ8 instead of a spade demonstrated I/I.

I had nothing to do with his lead.

https://tinyurl.com/bdzk37t5
Mr. Hodge fails to explore game with a full opening hand after Ms. Motes has opened the bidding. 3C is
the limit of the hands.

The contract is partner's choice, not mine.
I trust partner.

January 9, 2022
9:15 am

https://tinyurl.com/y2v7yzh3
Ms. Motes overcalls 1S on a 6-count and Mr. Hodge fails to raise her with good 3-card support and 14
points. He does, surprisingly, sacrifice red versus white when the opponents get to 4H. The lead of the
TC and the duck by Mr. Hodge is also notable on this hand.

S bid was incorrect. Noticing South's H bid
gave away the story. Partner stayed out.

January 9, 2022
11:15 am
Boards: 6,8

https://tinyurl.com/yzxxfvx7
Mr. Hodge’s pass of 3D with an opening hand is hard to fathom unless he is aware that 3NT and 5D
cannot make. 3D is the limit of the hand.

My D suit is an overbid. Partner sniffed
this out with his AK.

https://tinyurl.com/muvrex6a
Mr. Hodge’s 3D bid misrepresents his hand but lets the partnership play in its 9-card diamond fit instead
of their 8-card spade fit.

I dropped the 3D forward going game try.

January 9, 2022
2:15 pm
Boards: 3,10,13,18

https://tinyurl.com/y3r2da9d
Ms. Motes’ vulnerable 2C bid on A653 of clubs showed I/I when double and 1NT are both available. She
does hit Mr. Hodge’s only 4-card suit. The Charged Parties regularly overcall four-card suits, but here
Ms. Motes declined to bid spades.

This is a misclick . My Apple mouse
misbehaves often.

https://tinyurl.com/mryt6aa4
This slam failed as the diamonds were situated poorly, but the auction suggests illicit information being
exchanged.

Obvious misclick.

https://tinyurl.com/32w33jub
This auction by the charged parties is unclear but the lead of the TC instead of the AS demonstrates illicit
information.

4C is a misclick. Partner obviously did
not want to sever a S communication.
The rest he can explain himself.

https://tinyurl.com/ynujkp9v
Mr. Hodge opens a flattish 12-count, bids 1NT without a spade stopper, and then makes a penalty
double when his partner could have as little as 6 points. The AH lead catches perfectly, Ms. Motes has
an unexpected 11-count, and the opponents go for -500.

Hands are flat. I should have bid 2NT.
Partner is asking my opinion....defend or
play. Apparently ops thought they
controlled the missing points, so I gladly
passed.

January 14, 2022
Session # 22800

https://tinyurl.com/2p9n793c
There is a lot going on here that indicates collusion between the charged parties. Ms. Motes opens her
4-card spade suit instead of her 5-card heart suit, a hand many would choose not to open at all. Her
spade opening catches Mr. Hodge with 4 spades and a decent 9-count. Mr. Hodge could reasonably go
to 4S over the double as this should be a maximal/cards double by Ms. Motes. Instead, he elects to
defend 3HX. Finally, after winning the AD, Mr. Hodge returns the 9D asking for a spade return; Ms.
Motes instead returns the 6C.

Two other examples of opening a 4-card major instead of a 5-card major:
https://tinyurl.com/2p93jmj3
https://tinyurl.com/ycy49tr8

An obvious misbid. Once W came in the
penalty double was obvious, warning
partner not to proceed.

January 14, 2022
Session # 22804

https://tinyurl.com/yc2wyxax
Ms. Motes has length in both unbid red suits but finds Mr. Hodge’s best suit instead. After winning the
second spade, Mr. Hodge found the diamond shift on trick 3.

Sadly, rebids with a singleton S are
common. The J of S is a decent lead.

January 15, 2022
Session # 29489
Boards 3,11,16

https://tinyurl.com/5cfbcreu
Ms. Motes makes a risky takeout double of 2S and Mr. Hodge correctly judges to bid his 4-card minor
instead of his 4-card major. Contrast this with the next board.

Weak 2 overcalls show a good hand. I
reopened for 1 of the other 3 suits.

https://tinyurl.com/ytw9c388
In a similar auction to the previous hand, Ms. Motes makes another risky takeout double. This time, Mr.
Hodge correctly judges to bid his 4-card major rather than his 4-card minor.

The double was for reopening as we
interfere with this type of NT rebid.

https://tinyurl.com/ycxhther
Mr. Hodge overcalls 2H with 7 hearts and Ms. Motes psyches 2S with Q874 and fails to support hearts
with K86. This dangerous bid kept the opponents out of 4S and she must have known they would be
safe at the 3 level. Mr. Hodge’s failure to lead his singleton spade is also noteworthy. Out of 151 tables
to play this board, this was the only time clubs was the final contract. All other results were either N/S
playing spades or E/W playing hearts.

Yes. I'm trying to talk them out of a S
contract. We have a 9-card H fit, so 3 level
is not that big of a worry.

January 15, 2022
Session # 29494

https://tinyurl.com/y97aa69t
The KC looks like a safer lead but this risky lead caught Mr. Hodge’s best suit.

Partner has a check down for what to
lead. C is out; they bid to 5 in spite of my
C bid. D is out H is definitely out leaving
S.

January 15, 2022
Session # 29500
Boards: 3,8,10

https://tinyurl.com/4dpu6ywk
Mr. Hodge doesn’t press for game when Ms. Motes takes two bids with her 3-count and QJ743 of
spades.

Partner can count and make his own
decisions. It is obvious where the points
are.

https://tinyurl.com/2p8fypuu
Mr. Hodge’s pass of 3C with a prime 20-count suggests that he is aware of his partner’s weak hand.

My auction side shows a weak C hand.
Partner may rebid Clubs which I would
gleefully pass.

https://tinyurl.com/ycxdkta5
Mr. Hodge had an unclear lead and the heart doubleton catches his partner’s best suit.

Opponents have advertised that the NT'er
has no 4-card major. A doubleton H is a
good lead.

January 16,2022
Session # 36056

https://tinyurl.com/yckm829s
Another unsupported ace lead that catches partner’s king.

Aggressive bidding requires aggressive
defense.

January 16, 2022
Session # 36060

https://tinyurl.com/y2jffdeh
Mr. Hodge’s failure to bid with 6 spades and a 9-count suggests that he is aware of Ms. Motes’ strength
and shape.

Mr. Hodge will have to explain that.

January 16, 2022
Session # 36065

https://tinyurl.com/2k2rsecx
Ms. Motes opens 1st seat with a 7-count and Mr. Hodge takes only one bid with a full opening hand and
then sells out to 3H. This demonstrates illicit information about the strength of Ms. Motes’ opening bid.
The opening lead by Ms. Motes is also noteworthy.

Mr. Hodge will have to explain that.

January 17, 2022
Session # 42555
Boards: 3,6,7

https://tinyurl.com/yc5s3p4t
Mr. Hodge’s decision to bid 5C rather than 5D indicates that he is aware of Ms. Motes’ minor-suit
holdings.

Mr. Hodge will have to explain that.

https://tinyurl.com/3yfv8hbm
Ms. Motes preempts 2S on a hand many would consider an opening hand. Ms. Motes’ failure to raise
3H to 4H with 3-card support, a solid spade suit, and a working singleton indicates that she is aware of
the nature of Mr. Hodge’s hand.

We have 8-card S and H fits. It could be
larger. Opponents look like they have a
5-D contract . Do I really wish to shove
them into that game?

January 17, 2022
Session # 42560

https://tinyurl.com/mxxhzd8v
Mr. Hodge’s penalty double of 4S can only be made with knowledge of Ms. Motes’ extra strength for her
3H overcall. The unusual lead of the 7C allowed the Charged Parties to score 3 trump tricks.

We do not sever our communication suit at
trick 1. The choice of a C is obvious.

January 21, 2022
Session # 65836

https://tinyurl.com/yk95jjss
The Charged Parties’ convention card indicates that Mr. Hodge’s double is penalty, not takeout. Either
way, with a bad 7-count and shortness in clubs, it is doubtful many Souths would make this double. In
the end, it worked well as the double allowed the Charged Parties to play in 2H.

Takeout double is obvious by a passed
hand. We typically do not let them play 1NT.

January 22, 2022
Session # 72050

https://tinyurl.com/mupbzk8y
Ms. Motes makes a 4-card overcall that works perfectly while Mr. Hodge is content to make a minimal
raise with 4-card support, 8 points, and a singleton. Mr. Hodge then doubles 3NT and the opening lead
and the defense proceed in double dummy fashion.

Typically, we lead partner's suit. Fourth
best, since E has S stopped. They overbid
and were properly punished.

January 22, 2022
Session # 72057
Boards: 13,15

https://tinyurl.com/2p8cpd4b
This AK underlead by Ms. Motes demonstrates that she is aware of Mr. Hodge’s club holding.

Only D or C are optional leads. With a big
D fit someone might be void. It looks like a
C lead. With the possibility of 4333, maybe
partner has that Q for 3 off the side. I do
not know that opener has 5 card C suit.

https://tinyurl.com/w5kj8zvf
Mr. Hodge passes Ms. Motes’ forcing 3C bid, which is fortunate as 3C is the limit of the hand.

Mr. Hodge would have to explain that.

January 22,2022
Session # 72063

https://tinyurl.com/yfrux3w8
There are several things happening on this hand. Firstly, Ms. Motes makes a weak jump overcall with an
opening hand and 5 hearts. Secondly, instead of passing or supporting hearts, Mr. Hodge bids his 4-card
club suit. Thirdly, Ms. Motes eschews the apparent 11-card club suit to rebid her 5-card heart suit two
times luckily catching her partner with 3-card support.

Once partner passes 4H he has tolerance
or better. That is all I need to know.

January 22, 2022
Session # 72069

https://tinyurl.com/bdfjyrb7
Ms. Motes with a prime 17-count fails to open 1NT and then passes Mr. Hodge’s forcing 3H bid. This
was fortunate as both 4H and 3NT cannot make.

I never open 1NT with 2 doubletons. With
3C overcall, partner's bid doesn't have to
be forcing. I see no way to go forward
with this. Partner does not have support
for S nor D, to protect my KC.

January 22, 2022
Session # 72079
Boards: 6,10

https://tinyurl.com/4c3rz3zf
Ms. Motes’ 2C bid is either natural or a Michaels cue bid. Either way, Mr. Hodge successfully bids his
weaker 4-card heart suit rather than his stronger 5-card spade suit. This bidding clearly demonstrates
illicit information being shared between the Charged Parties.

Clubs is natural. Partner is probably trying
to salvage the situation by bidding up the
line. Partner should have passed.

https://tinyurl.com/2p8usytz
Only 10 out of 60 N/S pairs reached slam on this hand. The concern, of course, is that the wrong hand
drove this hand to slam and caught the perfect dummy for 6S.

3 H's is smolen showing 4 H and 5 S.
Partner drove this to slam by asking. The
strong hand should be hidden. I must have
something extra or would not have used
Smolen.

January 23, 2022
Session # 78649
Boards: 2,9,13

https://tinyurl.com/ms4p8mc4
Ms. Motes’ 3H bid catches Mr. Hodge’s 4-card side suit after he preempted 2S, yet Mr. Hodge fails to
raise to 4H. What’s more concerning is that Mr. Hodge failed to continue spades on trick 2 or shift to a
heart indicating that he is aware of Ms. Motes’ holdings.

Pass shows a minimum hand. Since I could not show S
tolerance, partner has no reason to bid on.

https://tinyurl.com/2p8wmruv
This is the type of lead that the Charged Parties rarely miss. With a safe heart lead available, Mr. Hodge
instead makes the risky lead of QC from Q6 and hits his partner’s AK of clubs.

Mr. Hodge would have to explain that. In this
situation, we have to attack the side suits.

https://tinyurl.com/2p8n5ex2
Mr. Hodge makes an invitational 2NT bid with 15 points and Ms. Motes takes the invite with a bad 10point hand. This bidding does not correspond to their holdings unless there was illicit information being
shared between Mr. Hodge and Ms. Motes.

Mr. Hodge would have to explain that. I
missed the 1NT correct bid. P bid 2NT to
see if all I have is clubs.

January 28, 2022
Session # 8429
Boards: 8,10

https://tinyurl.com/4ayfnjxb
Mr. Hodge’s 6H bid after partner never showed support for hearts is highly indicative of I/I of his
partner’s heart holding.

I probably mis-clicked trying to explain a
3C bid and hit double. I believe Partner
also mis-clicked on a 6D momentum Bid.
Opponents bidding clubs does infer that I
have Hearts.

https://tinyurl.com/42htf4v2
Another successful 4-card overcall for the Charged Parties. It is, however, Ms. Motes’ ace underlead
that stands out.

The Clubs by elimination offers the best
chance for side tricks. No other lead is
attractive.

January 29, 2022
Session # 14687

https://tinyurl.com/5n6s59j2
Ms. Motes’ 4H bid with a doubleton and 5 points demonstrates knowledge of Mr. Hodge’s hand.

The 2NT bid is odd. I think by chatting
privately I inquired "what was that?".
Raising to 4H was obstructive and on me.

January 29, 2022
Session # 14692

https://tinyurl.com/2fts9zdv
No lead matters against this slam, but it is noteworthy that instead of leading his singleton club, Mr.
Hodge found the risky underlead of the KH. Ms. Motes’ held the queen.

We will make any lead possible to bust up
a small slam. Any slam bid and made is a
bad score. We are only risking the 10%
matchpoints we may get.

January 29, 2022
Session # 14698
Boards: 10, 15, 17

https://tinyurl.com/4n9e3pus
Mr. Hodge’s bidding is unusual as he fails to utilize a Michaels cuebid and instead bids his 5-card spade
suit rather than his 6-card heart suit. Nonetheless, Ms. Motes finds the heart lead.

Checking down, minors are out, singleton S
is out, so 9H. Nothing may work here, but
they did not check for majors.

https://tinyurl.com/n5ey4fth
Ms. Motes initiates a 2/1 game force with a nondescript 10-count, and Mr. Hodge is content to play in
5C with a prime 19-count.

We have but 1 H stopper. 4C is
minorwood. I show 0 or 3. Partner
signed off at 5C.

https://tinyurl.com/2p957br5
The bidding and lead are demonstrative of colluding.

I don't know why I'm in this bidding. If
colluding on bidding, partner should have
raised H. By elimination Clubs is the lead; I
picked the J.

January 30, 2022
Session # 21231
Boards: 5, 6

https://tinyurl.com/4xfw54mk
This board was a disaster for the Charged Parties. That being said, why did Mr. Hodge bid his 3-card
heart suit instead of his 4-card spade suit?

Mr. Hodge would have to explain that.

https://tinyurl.com/2p82d2mk
Mr. Hodge’s lead shows he knew partner’s holdings. Ms. Motes won the first club and promptly shifted
to a diamond on trick 2.

KQ leadings are not all they are cracked up
to be, similar to QJ leads. Small is just as
good as K, as I have to have 1 honor to
make it good. Once I take the Ace, the
rest is easy, cash.

January 30, 2022
Session # 21236

https://tinyurl.com/mt8t2fb9
Mr. Hodge, who did not have the values or shape to enter the auction, successfully bids his poor 5-card
spade suit rather than his solid 5-card heart suit. Ms. Motes’ lead finds her partner’s better undisclosed
suit.

This is a major suit lead. I don't like my QJ
holding in S, so I picked H.

EXHIBIT “C“
ADVOCATE‘S HEARING PRESENTATION

Vernon Hodge:
2,752 mps, LM 1/12/96, Certified Director, Better Bridge Instructor

Carolyn Motes:
3,256 mps, LM 6/1/78

According to BBO, Mr. Hodge and Mrs. Motes share an IP address

Charging Parties Disclosure:
Full Sessions: February 12,13,19,21,25, 2022
Selected Hands Demonstrating I/I: January 1-31, 2022
Opening Leads Against Suit Contracts: March 12-18, 2022

Traits of Pairs That Share Illicit Information (I/I)

-Consistently Accurate Opening Leads
-Accurate Defensive Shifts
-Off-Shape Doubles that Rarely Fail
-Four Card Overcalls Generally Land
-Passing Forcing Bids With No Negative Outcomes
-Compensating Overbidding and Underbidding
-Highly Accurate High Level Decisions
-Stopping Short of Game When the Hands Don’t Fit Well
-Driving to Game When the Hands do Fit Well
-Highly Accurate Penalty Doubles
-Recovering From Misclicks
-Bids/Leads That Fool Opponents but not Partner

OPENING SHORTER MAJOR:

https://tinyurl.com/2p9n793c

https://tinyurl.com/2p93jmj3

https://tinyurl.com/ycy49tr8

4 Card Overcalls/Openings

https://tinyurl.com/ykcbm7pb

https://tinyurl.com/2p9af6ah

https://tinyurl.com/4d28xzn8

https://tinyurl.com/57fx9wj5

https://tinyurl.com/www796ad

https://tinyurl.com/yahrhc2d

https://tinyurl.com/y3r2da9d

https://tinyurl.com/mupbzk8y

https://tinyurl.com/42htf4v2

Passing Forcing Bids

https://tinyurl.com/2p9ft3vv

https://tinyurl.com/2p8zwbtm

https://tinyurl.com/2p8c7spu

https://tinyurl.com/w5kj8zvf

https://tinyurl.com/bdfjyrb7

Responding To Doubles

https://tinyurl.com/7e539rc4

https://tinyurl.com/ywe7h25r

https://tinyurl.com/5cfbcreu

https://tinyurl.com/ytw9c388

Other Hands Demonstrating I/I

https://tinyurl.com/3nv8n372

https://tinyurl.com/z9wvcj95

https://tinyurl.com/m8xcmhm3

https://tinyurl.com/mppfasr7

https://tinyurl.com/4h9dh799

https://tinyurl.com/y2v7yzh3

https://tinyurl.com/2p8fypuu

https://tinyurl.com/y2jffdeh

https://tinyurl.com/yc5s3p4t

https://tinyurl.com/yfrux3w8

https://tinyurl.com/4ayfnjxb

https://tinyurl.com/2p8cpd4b

